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Preface 
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at the TNO Human Factors Research Institute. The work resulted in a fourth 
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oped in the project is growing as evidenced by increasing references to the three 
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reported in the last paper. 
I am happy that Prof. Dr. John A. Michon was willing to remain my promotor 
even though the focus of his work had changed considerably. 
In particular, I thank Dr. Dirk J. Povel for the learning experience in the past and 
his support for this study. 
When I proudly showed one day a thick report that just had been completed, 
Alwine and Oda asked delightedly: 'is it finished at last?' I had to disappoint 
them: it was a different study. I thank them that they always kept believing that it 
would happen one day. 
Finally, I want to thank Walburg for thinking along and for the support given all 
these years which allowed me to disappear so often behind a computer screen. 
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Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
How do people structure and remember sequences of events? It is assumed that 
sequentially-presented auditory information is represented in memory in terms 
of the relationships between certain elements, rather than as a concatenated 
string of unrelated elements (Jones, 1976; Martin, 1972). Musical patterns are 
examples of sequences of events that are perceived as having structure. Music is 
usually created by a composer who, being sensitive to the kinds of structure a 
listener can recognize, deliberately uses these structural regularities in composing 
music. However, even in apparently random sequences, people appear to persist 
in seeking patterns. The fact that people can pick up a structure from a sequential 
stream of sounds has posed a challenge for the scientist. The challenge lies in 
describing, understanding, and predicting the organization of this process and its 
characteristics. Some theorists have focused on melodic structure (e.g. Deutsch, 
1980), others on temporal characteristics (e.g. Fraisse, 1956; Longuet-Higgins & 
Lee, 1982; Povel, 1981), and others on a combination of the two (e.g. Jones, 1976; 
Monahan & Carterette, 1985). 
In this study we are concerned with the temporal structure perceived in tone 
sequences in which only the time intervals between the tones vary. All other 
characteristics are the same. This reduction of musical sequences to purely 
temporal sequences is necessary in order to understand what determines the 
temporal structure without having to deal with other characteristics. The integra-
tion of temporal and melodic characteristics is also outside the scope of this study. 
There are three types of proposals for the basis of the perceived structure: group-
ing, rule-based structure, and higher order time intervals. Grouping refers to the 
organization of tone sequences in terms of units or groups of elements according 
to Gestalt principles. Similarity (in a context of differences) is the major grouping 
factor. In musical sequences the units can be motives, themes, phrases (Cooper & 
Meyer, 1960; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1981). Tones that are similar in certain charac-
teristics, for instance, volume, pitch, or contour, are perceived as being linked 
together, even if they are not adjacent. The temporal proximity that results from 
similarities and differences in time intervals is a dominant grouping factor in the 
temporal domain (Cooper & Meyer, 1960; Fraisse, 1956; Vos, 1973). If one or 
several successive short time intervals in a tone sequence are varied against a 
longer interval, the tones that mark the brief interval(s) are perceived as being 
grouped. This organization has been associated with prosody structures, such as 
iamb (two-tone group) and anapest (three-tone group) in which one tone is 
accented (Cooper & Meyer, 1960). A short-long organization has also been found 
as a result of the spontaneous production of groups: there were relatively short 
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time intervals being produced within the groups and longer intervals between 
the groups (Fraisse, 1946). The short-long contrast was also observed in reproduc-
tion of tone sequences. Fraisse (1956) found that people group even when the 
shorter intervals are not equal. In reproduction they change the timing of tones 
to make nearly equal time intervals equal ('assimilation') and to make the 
contrast between short and long more prominent ('differentiation'). This cluster-
ing of tones forms the basis for the cognitive representation. Timing seems to be 
represented separately. According to Fraisse (1956), timing is guided by a pre-
planned temporal schema of short and long relationships with a 1:2 short-long 
ratio. The generality of this timing schema was supported by his finding that 
about 80% of western music was based upon this ratio (Fraisse, 1982). 
In considering the perception of tone sequences two different kinds of structure 
must be distinguished: the organization in terms of tone clusters (grouping), and 
the organization of the time intervals between the tones (in fact, between the 
tone onsets). The question is: what is organized? Bamberger (1978) found that her 
subjects used different ways of coding temporal patterns; some captured the struc-
ture of the time intervals ('durational coding'); others grouped the tones ('figurai 
coding'). The grouping discussed above is based on figurai coding. 
In a rule-based approach it is assumed that representations are based upon the 
knowledge people acquire concerning the relationships between the elements in 
the sequence. The set of possible elements and their ordinal relationship is 
defined in an alphabet. The organization of a sequence can be described by rules 
that capture the relationships between the elements of the sequence. Together, 
the alphabet and rules form the set of symbols that represents the sequence. 
Recreation of the sequence is done by parsing the elements and rules (Longuet-
Higgins, 1978). Rule-based representation has been studied extensively in using 
series of letters and other non-musical stimuli (Leeuwenberg, 1969; Restie, 1970; 
Simon & Kotovsky, 1963). For instance, the a-z alphabet defines the set of letters 
possible in a letter series and that their order (b is next to a). An alphabet of inte-
gers has additionally interval relationships. Several rule systems have been 
defined that basically use combinations of same and next ordinal relations, sum 
and difference, interval relations, iterations of subsequences, and hierarchical 
nesting of rules (Simon, 1972). 
Simon and Sumner (1968) discuss the representation of musical patterns, in 
particular, the representation of the melodic, harmonic, and temporal dimen-
sions. Combinations of intervals form an alphabet that can be used to organize 
the sequence. Regularities are represented as rules. For instance, consider the 
sequence with relative intervals 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 2 4. (The sequence 
is described by selecting the smallest interval as the unit and measuring the other 
intervals against it.). The sequence could be represented as having two successive 
interval clusters of (114), six times a (1), two times (114) and one (24). Simon and 
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Sumner (1968) contend that such an alphabet (e.g., 114, 1, 24) is ad hoc. Indeed, an 
infinite number of alphabets could be defined. For instance, an alternative 
representation might be two times (1), two times (411), eight times (1), one (411) 
and one (424). In the example only a same rule is applied; other combinations of 
rules are possible taking into account the repetition of subsets in the sequence. 
Two issues arise: which alphabet is realistic for temporal structures? and which 
rules result in an efficient representation? 
In the visual domain, the problem of selection of alphabet and rules has been 
tackled by using the 'minimum principle' (Leeuwenberg, 1969): the preferred 
interpretation is the one that contains a minimum number of coding symbols 
(alphabet and rules). One problem is how to theoretically determine the preferred 
interpretation without generating an explosively large number of all possible 
pattern descriptions (Van der Helm, 1988). In the temporal domain the definition 
of a common alphabet must first be addressed. Some researchers have suggested 
using alphabets drawn from prosody (such as iamb or trochee, and anapest or 
dactyl) as the building blocks for a representation of a temporal sequence (Cooper 
& Meyer, 1960; Simon & Sumner, 1968; Vos & Van Noorden, 1980). A problem 
with this approach seems to be that no explicit account is given of the timing 
itself. For instance, iamb can refer to interval clusters: (12), (13), or (14), etc. 
Moreover, according to Fraisse, people can only represent (12) correctly. 
A different perspective to organizing a temporal sequence is taken by theories 
that assume higher order temporal relationships between the elements (Jones, 
1976, 1990; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982; Martin, 1972; Povel, 
1981; Vorberg & Hambuch, 1978). The relationships between the elements can be 
pictured abstractly by a hierarchical tree structure. The levels in the hierarchy 
represent the higher order time intervals between the elements (tones) of the 
sequence. The lowest level represents the smallest interval and higher levels are 
multiples of lower ones. Martin (1972) proposed a binary hierarchical representa-
tion of the timing structure of sequences based on the alternation of accented and 
non-accented elements in a sequence. The left branches of the tree are linked to 
accented elements and the right branches to the non-accented elements. Accented 
tones divide the sequence equally. Thus, for example, a sequence of four tones 
has two levels, the highest connecting the first tone and the third tones, both 
being accented elements; and the second level connecting the first tone to the 
second, and the third to the fourth. Sequences that cannot be subdivided equally 
are less well represented (Sturges & Martin, 1974). Martin's proposal has been 
very influential, but was also criticized on the grounds of the large number of 
higher order levels needed to capture the timing of a whole piece (Michon, 1974). 
Moreover, it has been found that in a duple, the second and not the first element 
is perceived as being accented (Povel & Okkerman, 1981). Jones (1976, 1990) 
followed Martin's approach of symmetrical accent hierarchies and included 
ternary relationships in addition to binary ones as possible relationships between 
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the levels. Jones (1990) and Jones and Yee (1993) suggested a ratio-based represen-
tation in which the ratios of the levels of the hierarchy specify the temporal struc-
ture of the sequence. 
Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982, 1984) and Lee (1985) were interested in how 
people discover the metrical structure of a musical sequence. They used the 
concept of meter from music. Meter represents the division of a sequence into 
regular time periods; it marks off the musical flow into equal time units that 
span the smaller time intervals. Beats are the markers of these time units. Meter 
has at least two time units, one that specifies the significant time interval (note 
duration), and a higher order unit that spans these intervals. In a musical score, 
the meter is given in the time signature. For instance, 3/4 indicates that there are 
three quarter notes in a time unit. Longuet-Higgins and Lee assume that people 
prefer to have the beats coincide with tones. Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982) and 
Lee (1985) proposed a process model for temporal perception in which listeners 
work through a sequence, from left to right, testing to see whether an interval 
encountered in the sequence can be used as a metrical unit. Higher levels are 
initiated by intervals that are longer than the time unit established thus far. 
Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1984) proposed a different, structural, analysis of a 
sequence. In this account, a hierarchy of time units is built upon the smallest 
interval. Higher order units are defined by the temporal distance in time between 
tones that initiate longer intervals. 
Both Jones and Martin use the accents perceived in the sequence as a basis for the 
higher order structure. Once established, the higher order representation permits 
the anticipation of subsequent accented elements in the sequence. Accents act as 
the temporal foci of attending (Jones, 1976; Martin, 1972). Accentuation can arise 
from differences in tone characteristics, e.g. melodic accent. Differences in time 
intervals between the tones also evoke the perception of tones as being accentu-
ated, in particular, tones that initiate a relatively long time interval (Povel & 
Okkerman, 1981). In this sense the process models of Longuet-Higgins and Lee 
(1982) and Lee (1985) are also based on accents. In music, the regular occurrence of 
accented tones helps to convey the temporal structure of a musical sequence to 
the listener (Cooper & Meyer, 1960; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1981; Yeston, 1976; 
Woodrow, 1909). The regular occurrence of accents in time makes a sequence 
easier to represent than one with irregularly-spaced accents. 
Povel (1981, 1984) studied the perception of temporal sequences. Povel (1981) 
challenged Fraisse's 1:2 timing structure as the sole stable timing structure and 
found that accuracy of reproduction of tone sequences (consisting of intervals 
with ratios either 1:3 or 1:2) depended on whether these intervals could be 
encompassed by a higher order time interval. For instance, a sequence with rela-
tive intervals 1113 (1 was 250 ms in the study) was more accurately reproduced 
than the sequence 133. In the first sequence the unit 3 can be used to organize the 
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sequence into two parts (lll)and (3). In the second sequence no such organization 
exists. On the other hand, the sequence 122 was reproduced accurately, although 
no higher order interval exists (the sum of the intervals is 5 which cannot be 
subdivided equally). Povel's conclusion was that if the structure of the sequence 
allows the longer interval to be used as a 'measuring unit' other ratios, like 1:3 
and 1:4, are reproduced correctly. However, if no higher order organization is 
possible, intervals are represented in 1:2 timing categories. The importance of a 
higher order organization was also shown by Sturges and Martin (1974) who 
found that sequences that can not be equally subdivided are less accurately repre-
sented than sequences that can. Povel called the higher order organization a 
'beat-based' organization, with the beats marking the onset points of the higher 
order time unit. He proposed that such an organization is achieved by segment-
ing the temporal pattern into equal time units and expressing the intervals in the 
sequence as subdivisions of the units. The central question then becomes the size 
of the time unit. It must be noted that the beat-based model is different from the 
hierarchical proposals of Martin (1972) and Jones (1976). Povel's model starts out 
at an intermediate level and lower level(s) are defined as subdivisions of the 
higher. Levels above the intermediate one are not defined. Later, Povel devel-
oped the notion of a 'temporal grid' which is a time scale on which the tone 
sequence can be mapped (Povel, 1984). In theory, many time scales can be 
conceived, differing in the unit of the scale and the relative position of the unit 
against the sequence. These grids subdivide, and therefore organize, the sequence 
in different ways. Povel formulated an 'economy principle' to specify the grid 
that most efficiently organizes the sequence. The most economic description of a 
sequence is determined by the number of tones that match the grid and the ease 
of specifying the noncovered tones. This model does not however cover all 
observed phenomena. Consider, for instance, the tone sequence with intervals 
131313, which is in fact a repetition of a cluster of two tones. When cyclically 
presented, two grids with size 4 are equally possible, resulting in an organization 
of (13) (13)... or (31) (31)... Subjects do beat time in accordance with a grid with unit 
size 4 but preferred the grid that coincides with the second tone of each cluster, 
which results in a (31) (31)... organization. Povel explained this by assuming a 
preference for accentuation of the second tone of a duple (Povel & Okkerman, 
1981). The example also shows that a grid does not have to start at the first tone of 
a sequence. Povel concluded that accent seems to be a necessary factor in an 
account of temporal perception. 
Three approaches to the organization of temporal sequences have been 
addressed. Grouping captures the structure of the elements (tones) of the 
sequence, but is limited in its representation of the timing of the tones. A rule-
based approach along the lines of Simon and Sumner (1968) lacks a well-defined 
alphabet of coding units. The method for representing the timing of tones is 
unclear. Other dimensions in the musical domain, such as pitch and harmonic 
characteristics, or perhaps repetitions of larger rhythmic groupings, lend them-
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selves better for rule-based descriptions. Timing is explicitly captured by a higher 
order time unit approach which focuses on the relative timing of the tones. If the 
purpose of a representation is to accurately capture time, the latter approach 
seems to be the most suitable. The question is how do people determine which 
time unit to use for organizing the sequence? Does such an organization indeed 
result in more accurate organization under different conditions? Can alternative 
organizations, such as using the smallest interval to measure the other intervals, 
be discounted? Other questions are: What is complexity? What kind of interval 
relationships can exist under a higher level unit organization? How do figurai 
organization and durational organization relate to each other? 
The concept of the beat-based organization and the conclusion that accents play a 
crucial role in the perception of temporal structure were the starting point for the 
development of a (algorithmic) model that predicts the most suitable higher 
order unit for structuring the sequence. Povel and Essens performed several 
studies addressing the model and the characteristics of temporal representations, 
which are presented in this study - in order: Povel and Essens (1985), Essens and 
Povel (1985), Essens (1986), Essens (in press). The basic paradigm used for testing 
hypotheses about mental representations of tone sequences was to aurally present 
people with a tone sequence and then ask them to reproduce it by tapping with 
one finger. The differences in timing between the presented and reproduced 
sequence were taken as an indication of how well the sequence was organized 
and represented. Another approach was to ask people to give complexity judg-
ments (absolute and relative) of sequences that differ theoretically in structure. 
This study addressed the following issues: 
1) In Chapter 2, a theory of the perception of temporal sequences is presented. 
The issues addressed are: What factors determine people's selection of the higher 
order time unit as a basis for the organization of a temporal sequence? What role 
do the perceived accents have in the organizational process? If the intervals in 
the sequence that are grouped by a higher order time unit are described as subdi-
visions of the higher order unit, what effect do different types of subdivisions 
have on the judged complexity of a tone sequence? 
2) In Chapter 3, the accuracy of reproduction of sequences structured with a 
higher order unit is compared to those for sequences structured without. Fraisse's 
spontaneous tapping experiment is replicated using a large set of sequences. 
Other issues addressed are: Can people represent the timing of a sequence using 
the duration of the smallest interval to specify the other intervals in a sequence? 
How does the structure of a sequence affect the timing of sequences embedded in 
it? 
3) In Chapter 4, accuracy of reproduction of different types of interval ratios is 
investigated. The issues addressed are: If a sequence is structured using a higher 
order time unit, will all interval ratios, complex (e.g., 2:7) and simple (e.g., 1:3), be 
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accurately reproduced? Can different intervals ratios (e.g., 1:2 and 1:3) occurring 
in one sequence be accurately represented? 
4) In Chapter 5, two issues are addressed: (a) What is the power of the model 
presented in Chapter 2 compared to other algorithmic models? (b) What factors 
in the structure of temporal sequences contribute to their complexity? 
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Chapter 2 
The perception of temporal patterns1'2 
Dirk-Jan Povel and Peter Essens 
Abstract 
To gain insight into the internal representation of temporal patterns, 
we studied the perception and reproduction of tone sequences in which 
only the tone-onset intervals were varied. A theory of the processing of 
such sequences, partly implemented as a computer program, is 
presented. A basic assumption of the theory is that perceivers try to 
generate an internal clock while listening to a temporal pattern. This 
internal clock is of a flexible nature that adapts itself to certain charac-
teristics of the pattern under consideration. The distribution of 
accented events perceived in the sequence is supposed to determine 
whether a clock can (and which clock will) be generated internally. 
Further it is assumed that if a clock is induced in the perceiver, it will 
be used as a measuring device to specify the temporal structure of the 
pattern. The nature of this specification is formalized in a tentative 
coding model. Three experiments are reported that test different aspects 
of the model. In Experiment 1, subjects reproduced various temporal 
patterns that only differed structurally in order to test the hypothesis 
that patterns more readily inducing an internal clock will give rise to 
more accurate percepts. In Experiment 2, clock induction is 
manipulated experimentally to test the clock notion more directly. 
Experiment 3 tests the coding portion of the model by correlating 
theoretical complexity of temporal patterns based on the coding model 
with complexity judgments. The experiments yield data that support 
the theoretical ideas. 
^This chapter was published as Povel, DJ., & Essens, P.J. (1985). The perception of temporal 
patterns. Music Perception, 2, 411-440. Reprinted by permission. 
2This research was supported in part by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure 
Research (ZWO) We are also grateful to John Michon, Leon van Noorden, Rene Collard, Ben 
Maassen, Lee Sallows, Piet Vos, Stephen Handel and Lucas Mens for their helpful comments on the 
manuscript. We thank Hans Mellink for his help in writing the permutation program. Part of the 
work reported here has been presented at the Workshop on Physical and Neuropsychological 
Foundations of Music, Ossiach, 8-12 August, 1983 
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Introduction 
This article is concerned with time perception and, more specifically, with the 
perception of temporal patterns: tone sequences in which only the intervals 
between tone onsets are varied. Such sequences are thus pure temporal patterns: 
they not only develop in time, the pattern is itself formed by the series of tempo-
ral intervals. We wish to determine which structural characteristics people can 
extract from temporal patterns and what mechanisms they use to do this. If we 
have a correct understanding of these matters we ought to be able to predict 
which temporal patterns give rise to accurate and stable percepts and which do 
not. Such predictions can be tested in experiments in which subjects reproduce 
temporal patterns differing in their temporal structure. 
We will propose a model for the perception of temporal patterns that is an exten-
sion of the model presented by Povel (1981, 1984) and is related to the models of 
metrical interpretation of musical patterns of Lewin (1981), Longuet-Higgins and 
Lee (1982), and Steedman (1977). The model, partly formalized in a computer 
program, incorporates the notion of an internal clock that is induced in the 
perceiver of a temporal pattern. On the basis of certain characteristics of a tempo-
ral pattern, the model is used to determine the likelihood that the pattern will 
induce a particular internal clock. Further it is assumed that if an internal clock is 
induced in a listener, this clock will be used as a means for specifying the tempo-
ral structure in the pattern. A tentative proposal of the coding of the temporal 
structure is advanced. Before embarking on a description of the model, we will 
discuss the special nature of temporal patterns. 
The special nature of temporal patterns 
Temporal patterns comprise a special class of serial patterns. Research on serial 
patterns has included studies of patterned sequences formed of letter and number 
series (Jones & Zamostny, 1975; Leeuwenberg, 1969; Simon & Kotovsky, 1963; 
Vitz & Todd, 1969), patterns of lights (Restie, 1970, 1976; Restie & Brown, 1970), 
patterns of sound (Garner, 1974; Royer & Garner, 1966; Leeuwenberg, 1971), musi-
cal patterns (Deutsch & Feroe, 1981; Simon & Sumner, 1968), and finger-tapping 
patterns (Collard & Povel, 1982; Povel & Collard, 1982; Rosenbaum, Kenny & 
Derr, 1983). These studies show that the internal representation of serial patterns 
can adequately be described by means of coding models incorporating a limited 
set of elementary transformations defined on a given alphabet: repetition, trans-
position, and mirroring (Collard & Povel, 1982; Deutsch & Feroe, 1981; 
Leeuwenberg, 1969; Restie, 1970; Simon, 1972). 
Can such models help us in understanding the perception of temporal patterns? 
Mach (1886) pointed out that symmetry is not perceived in the case of temporal 
patterns, a finding later confirmed by Restie (1976). Similarly, it may be shown 
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that the basic operations of repetition and transposition do not apply in the 
temporal domain: an interval repeated later in a sequence is not usually recog-
nized as such. The transformation 'transpose' or 'next' does not seem to make 
any sense in the case of temporal patterns: one can say which letter it is that 
follows d, but not which interval it is that follows an interval of 200 ms. 
The essential point is that intervals do not form alphabets; therefore those coding 
models applicable to the serial patterns mentioned earlier cannot apply to tempo-
ral patterns. This need not mean that structural aspects play no role in the percep-
tion of temporal patterns. On the contrary, it has been shown that the ease and 
accuracy of reproducing even very simple temporal patterns is strongly deter-
mined by structural characteristics (Povel, 1981). Temporal patterns seem to be 
processed in a special way, which is probably related to the fact that a series of 
time intervals cannot as such be stored in a sensory register. 
The model 
The notion of an internal clock 
A basic notion underlying the development of the present model is that time, 
and therefore sequences of temporal intervals, can only be assessed by means of a 
clock. Since this cannot be an external clock we assume that the subject has access 
to an internal clock of some kind. Even the simplest clock consists of a periodic 
pulse and a counter. Several authors have stressed the importance of such a clock 
concept, usually formulated in terms of music theory: meter and beat (Handel & 
Lawson, 1983; Handel & Oshinsky, 1981; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982; Povel, 
1981,1984; Steedman, 1977). 
What is the nature of this internal clock? We will discuss some possible clock 
models, starting with the simplest one and see how well they are able to predict 
the results emerging from research on temporal patterns. 
1. The absolute clock. Assume that subjects possess a clock having a fixed 
unit of very short duration, 1 ms for instance. Such a clock would enable the 
subject to measure each interval in a sequence - for example, 200, 400, and 
800 ms - and to store these values in memory. This model fails, for instance, 
to predict the filled duration illusion (Thomas & Brown, 1974; Buffardi, 
1971) and it is equally unable to explain why a temporal pattern presented in 
a different tempo will be recognized as structurally identical. More 
importantly, such a model would imply that all sequences having the same 
number of intervals will be equally well perceived and reproduced 
regardless of the durations of the intervals. This prediction is convincingly 
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(unconfirmed by the experimental results of Fraisse (1956), Povel (1981), and 
Sternberg, Knoll and Zukofsky (1982). 
2. A clock with a time unit derived from the sequence. The measuring 
problem would be simplified if the subject were able to select a time unit for 
his clock identical to the shortest interval in the sequence. In the example 
given, the time unit selected could be 200 ms, enabling the representation of 
the pattern as being formed of 1, 2 and 4 times the unit. Such a 
representation is independent of the actual tempo of the pattern. The model 
predicts that all sequences having the same number of intervals will be 
equally well conceptualized, provided that all intervals in the sequences 
comprise integer multiples of the smallest interval. Hence both the 
sequence 200 200 400 and 200 400 400 ought to be easy to conceptualize and 
consequently they should both be equally well reproduced. In fact, however, 
subjects reproduce the first sequence perfectly, but the second poorly. For 
additional examples, see Povel (1981). We may therefore conclude that 
listeners do not use either Clock 1 or Clock 2, both of which code the pattern 
as a chain of intervals lacking descriptive efficiency. 
3. A hierarchical clock. The concept of a hierarchical clock comes from 
considering certain rhythmical characteristics in music. In simple music at 
least, there is an equally spaced pulsing which might very well determine 
the unit of an internal clock. Interestingly, these pulsed intervals are not 
composed of very small durations, but are rather of a medium duration 
which can either be subdivided or concatenated. Such a clock thus resembles 
the hierarchical organization into hours, minutes and seconds of clocks 
used in everyday life. A major difference, however, is that the unit of time 
and its subdivisions are not fixed but flexible, continuously adapting to the 
sequence under consideration. Since the two former clock models are 
inadequate, we assume that the clock listeners internally generate is of the 
latter type. Moreover, this model can explain the majority of the findings on 
reproduction of simple temporal patterns reported by Povel (1981). 
For the time being we suppose that the clock has two levels: one that defines the 
unit of the clock and the other that determines the subdivision of the unit. Thus 
this clock is far less hierarchical than the models proposed by Martin (1972) and 
Jones (1976). The question now arises as to which characteristics in the sequence 
determine the setting of this internal clock. 
Determinants of the internal clock. 
First, it should be noted that various clocks differing in unit duration can, theo-
retically at least, be associated with one temporal pattern. Figure 1 shows a simple 
temporal pattern together with a series of potential clocks. We see that the clocks 
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differ in their unit length (e.g., the first and third clocks) as well as in the way 
they are synchronized with the sequence (e.g., the first and second clocks have the 
same unit, but are synchronized differently with the sequence). Thus a clock has 
two parameters: its unit (interval between ticks) and its location 
(synchronization). 
It is well known that the foot tapping of music listeners, itself interpretable as 
reflecting their internal clock, is mainly determined by the occurrence of accented 
events in the music. At first sight it seems likely that in the case of the temporal 
patterns under study here, the selection of the internal clock would also mainly 
be determined by the occurrence of accents. But what constitutes an accent in 
such sequences? Since the perception of accents is usually associated with tones 
that are louder, longer, or deviating in pitch (Thomassen, 1982), one might 
assume that no accents would be perceived in such sequences of identical tones. It 
turns out, however, that these sequences yield a quite strong impression of 
accented and unaccented tones. It is even difficult for subjects to believe that all 
tones are really identical. 
PATTERN 
One period 
CLOCKS •< ». 
u n i t/ I I. I . I I I . I.. I I. I . I I I. I .. 
location 
2 1 i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 
2 2 .i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i 
3 1 i..i..i..i..i..i..i..i.. 
3 2 .І..І..І..І..І..І..І..І. 
3 3 ..i..i..i..i..i..i..i..i 
4 1 i...i...i...i...i...i... 
4 2 .i...i...i...i...i...i.. 
4 3 ..i...i...i...i...i...i. 
4 4 ...i...i...i...i...i...i 
5 1 i i i i i... 
5 2 .i....i....i....i....i.. 
etc. 
Figure 1. A temporal pattern (two periods shown). Each vertical line 
represents a tone of 50 ms. Smallest interval between two tone onsets is 
200 ms. The dots have no physical meaning whatsoever, their only 
function is to represent the relative duration of the intervals. Below 
the pattern, clocks differing in unit and location are shown. 
This phenomenon has been studied by Povel and Okkerman (1981). This study 
and some other pilot experiments suggest that in temporal sequences composed 
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of identical tones the following become perceptually marked: (1) relatively 
isolated tones, (2) the second tone of a cluster of two tones, and (3) the initial and 
final tones of a cluster consisting of three or more tones. In Figure 2 we indicate 
how these rules would apply to a specimen sequence. Since perceptually these 
sequences do possess accented and non-accented events, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the occurrence - and, more precisely, the distribution - of the 
accented events is the main determinant of the hypothesized internal clock. 
One period 
• < > -
Ca) I I I . . . I . . I . . I I . . 
> > > > > 
(Ь) I I I . . . I . . I . . I I . . 
Figure 2. A temporal pattern as presented (a), with the accent rule 
applied indicating the perceived accents (b). Perceived accents are indi­
cated with the symbol > above the tones. Broken vertical line indicates 
first tone of the next period. 
Formalization of the clock-induction process 
A computer program has been written that accepts a series of intervals as input 
and computes which clock is most strongly induced by the pattern. To accomplish 
this, the program goes through the following steps (Figure 3). 
After inputting a sequence in interval notation, such as 12 2 1 1 2 3, it is 
transcribed on a time axis. Next the accents are added using the rules given 
above. Accented elements are indicated as 2, unaccented elements at 1. All possi­
ble clocks with a unit smaller than half the period duration are then generated. 
(We believe that clocks with longer units are not considered by a listener, see 
below.) For each clock the program determines how many ticks coincide with an 
accented event (+ev), an unaccented event (Oev), or with silence (-ev). Next, for 
each clock the induction strength is determined by means of a score (C) which 
computes the amount of counterevidence a clock meets in an actual sequence, 
according to the following formula: 
С = (W * -ev) + (1* Oev). 
W is a parameter concerning the relationship between -ev and Oev. In fact, it 
reflects the relative negative effect of -ev and Oev on the induction of clocks. 
Since it is assumed that -ev is more effective in this respect, W should be larger 
than 1. In the example presented in Figure 3, W was set at 4. Next we will deal 
with some other aspects of the model. 
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PROGRAM SAMPLE OUTPUT 
Input sequence: 
Transform into 
time scale notation: 
Add accents: 
Generate all clocks 
(unit < 1/2 period). 
Apply weights, 
Determine divisor: 
Select 'best' clock: 
1221123 
110101110100 
1 2 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0 0 
unit loc. +ev Oev -ev div. strength 
1 1 5 2 5 1 22 
2 1 0 2 4 1 18 
2 2 5 0 1 1 4 
3 1 2 2 0 1 2 
3 2 2 0 2 1 8 
3 3 1 0 3 1 12 
4 1 0 1 2 1 9 
4 2 3 0 0 1 0 
4 3 0 1 2 1 9 
4 4 2 0 1 1 4 
5 1 1 1 1 0 5 
5 2 1 1 1 0 5 
5 3 1 1 1 0 5 
5 4 2 0 1 0 4 
5 5 1 0 2 0 8 
unit loc. +ev Oev -ev div. strength 
4 2 3 0 0 1 0 
Figure 3. A flow chart of the model as implemented in the program 
together with its output at the various stages. 
First we should introduce a distinction between clocks having a unit that is a 
divisor of the sequence length and clocks with a non-divisor unit. The former 
would fit with a sequence properly, the latter not. This can be clarified by means 
of an example. A specific pattern may strongly induce an internal clock that is 
nevertheless unable to specify adequately the temporal structure in the sequence. 
This, for instance, is the case for the sequence 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 4 (numbers indicate 
intervals in an arbitrary time unit). This strongly suggests a clock with unit 3 
which is inadequate, whereas a clock with unit 4, which would be adequate, is 
hardly induced or not at all (Figure 4). 
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One period 
-< >-
(α) I I I I.I I..I.I I...II I I. etc. 
< < < < < < < 
(b) I I I I. I I .. I. I I . . . I I I I. 
etc. 
1. i . . i . . i . Л. . i . . i . . i . . 
2. І . . . І . . . І . . . І . . . І . . . 
Figure 4. A temporal pattern as presented (a), with its perceived accents 
(b). Two clocks are indicated: (1) a clock that is strongly suggested but 
inadequate and (2) a clock that is hardly suggested but that would be 
adequate. Perceived accents are indicated with the symbol > above the 
tones. Broken vertical lines indicate tones in next period. 
In accordance with this distinction, the program determines for each clock 
whether its unit is a divisor. In its final step the program selects from those clocks 
with a unit that is a divisor the one that is most strongly induced. This clock will 
further be called the 'best' clock. 
Sets of patterns 
As mentioned earlier, we make use of sets of patterns derived from a single com­
bination of intervals. From the combination 1 2 2 2 2 3 4, for instance, a set of 30 
patterns can be built, none of them being a cyclic permutation of any other, and 
each pattern containing the same intervals but in a different order. Cyclic permu­
tations like 4 1 2 2 2 2 3, 1 2 2 2 2 3 4, 2 2 2 2 3 4 1, and 2 2 3 4 1 2 2 , when presented 
repetitively (which is the case in all our experiments), are perceptually identical: 
on the basis of the 'gap' principle of Garner (1974), subjects will always hear the 
sequences as 1 2 2 2 2 3 4, that is, ending with the largest interval. Hence the 
patterns within a set are only structurally different. We have determined how 
many patterns can be derived from several combinations sharing a period dura­
tion of 16 units, one interval of size 4, and at least one interval of sizes 1, 2 and 3. 
The result is displayed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Sets of patterns. 
Categories 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Combination 
11222234 
111122234 
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 
11111111234 
11122334 
111112334 
N 
30 
140 
168 
72 
90 
105 
-ev 
Oev 
1 
0 
0 
3 
10 
10 
3 
3 
4 
2 
0 
1 
3 
20 
32 
18 
6 
15 
3 
0 
2 
6 
19 
13 
3 
14 
4 
0 
3 
5 
2 
3 
5 
1 
0 
13 
45 
41 
11 
31 
23 
6 
1 
1 
5 
45 
52 
23 
28 
35 
7 
1 
2 
6 
9 
2 
3 
6 
8 
1 
3 
9 
2 
0 
6 
8 
16 
5 
Note: For six combinations, the number of non-cyclic permutations that can be 
formed and their distribution over the categories of the model are shown, -ev = 
number of clock ticks coinciding with silence; Oev = number of clock ticks 
coinciding with unaccented events. 
Now instead of one pattern we can feed a complete set of patterns into the 
program and let it distribute the sequences into categories in accordance with the 
computed induction strength of each sequence. For all sets of Table 1, setting 
W = 4, the program computes nine different levels of induction strength and 
consequently needs nine different categories for the distribution of the sequences. 
Table 1 shows for the six combinations how many of the permuta ted patterns are 
allotted to the different categories. We see that the distribution of the patterns 
over the categories differs greatly and that for all combinations one or more 
categories remain empty. 
The patterns in the different categories can be characterized with respect to the 
degree they induce the best clock as follows: 
Category 1. Best clock is induced by accented elements only. 
Categories 2, 3, and 4. Best clock is induced by accented and unaccented 
elements: 1, 2 and 3 unaccented elements for the three categories 
respectively. 
Categories 5, 6, and 7. The ticks of the best clock of these sequences coin-
cide once with a silence (-ev) and depending on the category with zero, 
one, or two unaccented elements (Oev). For all of the patterns in 
Table 1, Category 8 is empty. 
Category 9. In these sequences the best clock has two ticks that coincide 
with a silence (-ev). In Figure 5, specimen sequences (derived from the 
interval combination 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4, which has sequences in all 
categories except number 8) are shown together with the best clock for 
each sequence. 
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Category Sample
 Q n e p e r i o d 
sequence -< >~ 
> > > > > 
1 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 4 I 1 1 . I . . I I . . I I . . . ! 
> > > > > 
2 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 4 I . I I I I . . I . . I I . . . ! 
> > > > > 
3 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 4 I I . I I I . . I . . I I . . . ! 
> > > > > 
4 1 2 1 1 3 1 3 4 I I . I I I . . I I . . I . . . ! 
> > > > > 
5 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 I 11 I I . I . . I . . I . . . ! 
> > > > > > 
6 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 4 I . . I I I . I . . I I I . . . ! 
> > > > > 
7 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 4 I I I I . I I . . I . . I . . . ! ! 
8 no example 
> > > > > 
9 11131234 I I I I . . I I . I . . I . . . ! 
Figure 5. Specimen patterns from the different categories distinguished 
by the model together with their best clocks (represented as a time axis 
under the sequence). The patterns are permutations of the combination 
1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4. Perceived accents are indicated with the symbol > above 
the tones. Broken vertical lines1 indicate the first tone(s) in the next 
period. 
We will now discuss two aspects of the model. First, the use of counterevidence 
as a criterion for clock selection. As shown in the formula, we assume that the 
ultimate clock-induction strength is determined by counterevidence coming 
from -ev and Oev. We believe, however, that the suggestion for potential clocks 
comes from positive evidence, that is, from accented events (+ev). Second, we 
should point out that the model as implemented is not a process model. It does 
not work from left to right through the sequence developing hypothetical clocks 
in the process. On the contrary, the approach adopted here is an exhaustive one 
that tests all potential clocks and selects that one most strongly induced. In this 
respect, the model differs from that of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982), for exam-
ple, which aims at mirroring the actual process of beat selection. From a compu-
1
 Exclamation signs are used here to indicate the first tone(s) in the next period. 
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tational viewpoint, the difference between the two types of models is small: they 
form algorithmic variants that may arrive at the same solution. Of importance 
for the present study is that although our model is not a process model it still 
pretends to make distinctions that are psychologically relevant. 
Coding the temporal structure 
If, while listening to a temporal pattern, a subject develops an internal clock, it is 
assumed that this is used as a (time) scale to specify the temporal structure of the 
pattern. Basically the coding lies in the description of how the successive clock 
units are subdivided. Generally speaking, coding aims at efficiency of description. 
For the present we suppose that the efficiency of a code is inversely related to the 
number of symbols needed. In the case of temporal patterns efficient coding can 
be achieved if the intervals within one clock unit can be described in a reduced 
form. This is evidently the case when these intervals are equal. 
We therefore propose the following tentative coding rules: 
1. If a clock unit is subdivided into equal intervals, this is described in 
the code by means of the symbol S and a subscript indicating the 
number of intervals in that unit. 
2. If a clock unit is empty, this is indicated with the symbol E. Although 
this transcription obviously does not make the code more efficient, it 
makes it more abstract. 
3. If a clock unit is subdivided into intervals of unequal length, no 
reduction is possible and the successive intervals are described by indi-
cating which proportion of the clock unit they take. Hence, if a clock 
unit is subdivided into two intervals of 200 and 600 ms, respectively, 
this will be described as 1-3. 
In principle, the coding of a given sequence depends on the characteristics of the 
internal clock, its unit, and location. Examples of how the coding of one pattern 
varies with different clocks are shown in Figure 6. 
From the examples presented it will be clear that the clock unit must be of an 
intermediate length if it is to yield an efficient description. If the clock unit is 
either very short or very long no reduction can be accomplished at all, since the 
code will contain the same amount of symbols are the uncoded sequence of 
intervals. In the coding model proposed here, the minimal number of symbols 
will never be less than the number of clock units needed to cover one period of 
the sequence. It is conceivable, however, that in a more elaborate version of the 
model, further encoding would be incorporated by taking into account regulari-
ties in the code itself. For instance, the sequence 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 , assuming a clock 
with unit 3 at location 1, could as a first step be coded S3, 2-1, 2-1, 2-1. In a second 
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step ¡.he 3 groups at the end could be coded more efficiently, taking advantage of 
their identity. Since the sequences we have been studying so far are relatively 
short, such higher order coding is as yet unnecessary. 
PATTERN 112211112 
One period 
-< >-
I I I . I . I I I I I . ! ! ! No. Unit Loc. Code 
І . . . І . . . І . . . 1 4 1 1-1-2, 2-1-1, 1-1-2 
. . І . . . І . . . І . . . 2 4 3 S2, S4, 2-1-1 
. І . . І . . І . . І . . 3 3 2 1-2, 2-1, S3, 2-1 
i . i . i . i . i . i . 4 2 1 S2, E, E, S2, S2, E 
i i 5 6 1 1-1-2-2, 1-1-1-1-2 
Figure 6. The coding of the pattern 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 in terms of different 
clocks. 
We have designed and performed three experiments that test different aspects of 
the model. Experiments 1 and 2 are related to the clock-induction part of the 
model, while Experiment 3 is related to coding. 
Experiment 1 
This experiment tests the prediction that temporal patterns that strongly induce 
an internal clock form better internal representations and are consequently better 
reproduced than weaker clock-inducing patterns. For this purpose, sets of 
sequences were constructed in which only the order of the respective intervals 
was varied, thus ensuring that only structural variations were introduced. In this 
design experimental effects cannot be attributed to differences in type and 
number of intervals occurring between sequences. 
Two dependent variables were studied: the time subjects needed to learn the 
sequences and the quality of their reproductions. The data were also analyzed 
separately for subjects with high and low scores. 
Method 
The stimuli consisted of 35 sequences, all of them permutations of the combina­
tion 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4. Numbers 1 through 4 respectively indicate onset intervals of 
200, 400, 600 and 800 ms. The tones were formed of 830 Hz square waves with a 
duration of 50 ms which included 5 ms rise and fall times. From each of seven 
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categories (see Table 1, combination 3), five sequences were chosen. Table 2 shows 
the 35 stimuli ordered according to the seven categories. Ten other sequences, 
permutations of the same combination, were used for training purposes. 
Table 2. Stimuli of Experiment 1. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Sequence ' 
111131224 
112211314 
211211314 
221111314 
312211114 
112112134 
211121314 
131111224 
132112114 
211211134 
112131214 
121112314 
121211134 
131212114 
311211214 
121112134 
121121134 
121131214 
131211124 
131211214 
Category 
1 
2 
3 
4 
No. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
Sequence 
111121234 
111231124 
113121124 
211321114 
231112114 
111223114 
121123114 
123112114 
211123114 
311112124 
111211324 
111312124 
121113124 
123111124 
231121 114 
Procedure. Twenty-four subjects, undergraduate and graduate students of the 
Psychology Department at Nijmegen University, participated in the experiment 
individually. Each subject first trained with the 10 practice trials to get acquainted 
with the procedure, which ran as follows. The subject was placed in front of a 
push-button panel containing some function buttons and one response key. A 
sequence was presented through earphones in a repetitive fashion. The subject 
was allowed to listen as long as (s)he wished and was encouraged to tap along 
with the sequence during stimulus presentation. When the subject felt that the 
stimulus was sufficiently known to reproduce it, (s)he pressed a button that 
stopped stimulus presentation, after which the subject reproduced four periods of 
the sequence in a repetitive fashion. Each tapping of the response key produced 
the same tone from which the stimuli were constructed, thus making the audible 
correlates of stimulus and response stage highly compatible. Besides, the 
cessation of the tones during the response stage indicated to the subject that 
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reproduction could be stopped. At this stage the subject could either call the next 
stimulus or repeat the current one if (s)he so wished by pushing the appropriate 
function key. In this self-paced way the subject worked through all 35 stimuli, 
taking on the average about 50 min. The stimuli were presented in random 
order, different for each subject. Stimulus generation and response collection 
were controlled by a PDP-11/03 computer. After the experiment the subjects were 
interviewed about their musical training and were asked to give an introspective 
account of how they had performed the task. 
Results 
Acquisition data. Figure 7 shows the mean number of times subjects listened to 
the sequences in each of the seven categories before starting to respond. It can be 
seen that except for Category 3 there is a monotone relation between category and 
number of presentations: the higher the category, the longer the subjects listened 
to the sequence. An analysis of variance shows that the factor Categories is signif­
icant (p=.004). The main difference is between Categories 1 and 2. 
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Figure 7. Mean acquisition time (number of presentations of the 
stimulus) observed for each of the seven categories. 
Reproduction data. A deviation score is obtained by summing the absolute differ­
ences between the corresponding intervals in the reproduced sequence and the 
stimulus. We did not apply a tempo correction to this score. Such a correction is 
only warranted if all reproduced intervals are either systematically shortened or 
lengthened. A most inadequate measure is obtained if tempo correction is 
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applied in those cases where only one or two of the intervals are considerably 
lengthened while the others are reproduced correctly. Moreover, we found that 
on the average the subjects kept tempo very well. The used score therefore seems 
a fair approximation of the subjects' imitative ability. 
Figure 8 presents for each category the mean deviation score for all 24 subjects as 
well as for the 6 skilled and 6 unskilled subjects; the latter selection was based 
purely on the data. The difference between the two groups of subjects is consider­
able: the mean deviation score of the skilled subjects is 140.4 ms (SD = 2.54), of the 
unskilled subjects 224.1 ms (SD = 3.64). The data for all subjects reveal the same 
overall picture; the higher the category, the higher the deviation score. There is a 
tendency for the sequences of Category 5 to be reproduced somewhat better, how­
ever. 
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Figure 8. Mean deviation scores of the sequences in the seven cate­
gories, separately displayed for the 6 most-skilled ('skilled'), the 6 least-
skilled ('unskilled'), and for all 24 subjects in the experiment. 
Analysis of variance on the data of all subjects shows that the factors Categories 
(p<.001) and Stimuli (p=.01) are significant. Separate analyses of the data of the six 
most-skilled and six least-skilled subjects show that for both groups only the 
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factor Categories is significant (p=.02 and p=.05, respectively). Figure 9 shows the 
reproduction scores for all 35 stimuli averaged over subjects along with the mean 
scores obtained in the seven categories. 
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Figure 9. Mean deviation scores for all 35 stimuli in the experiment. 
Mean deviation scores of the sequences in the seven categories are 
connected by a solid line. 
The subjects experienced great differences between the stimuli. Those stimuli 
experienced as simple seemed to organize themselves automatically and were 
remembered without any cognitive activity. For difficult sequences subjects 
reported that they used various mnemonics such as assigning numbers to succes­
sive tones. 
Discussion 
The prediction that subjects would have more difficulty in forming an accurate 
representation of a sequence, the weaker that sequence induces a clock, is sup-
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ported by the data: we find a significant tendency showing that the higher the 
category a sequence belongs to, the worse the reproduction. The function seems 
to reach an asymptotic value beyond a certain point. This may be explained by 
assuming that clock induction of sequences of higher categories is so weak that 
no internal clock is actually evoked. 
If no clock is used in the processing of these sequences, the question arises how 
these sequences are coded. It is true that these sequences make a perceptual 
impression completely different from those of Category 1. They do not seem to 
give rise to a clear percept: one remains uncertain about what the sequence really 
is. This was confirmed by almost all subjects during and after the experiment. It 
was frequently mentioned that some of the sequences could be reproduced 
almost automatically, while others were difficult to grasp and had to be memo-
rized by means of mnemonic tricks like counting. The sequences of the higher 
categories indeed suggest organization in terms of tone clusters than in terms of a 
temporal structure; that is, in the same way as we see the patterns of lines in 
Figure 6. In her research on how children memorize rhythmical patterns, 
Bamberger (1978) showed that her subjects actually did use different ways of 
coding temporal patterns. In particular, she distinguished 'durational' and 
'figurai' coding, which may very well correspond to coding in terms of an inter-
nal clock versus coding in terms of tone clusters. Additional evidence in support 
of the relevance of this distinction has been reported by Smith (1983) and Essens 
and Povel (1985). 
In this way Stimulus 21 (11112 12 3 4), for instance, would be perceived as 
consisting of a group of five tones followed by a group of two tones, followed by 
two isolated tones. Of course, such a coding lacks any precise timing information. 
Since subjects do not seem to rely on an internal clock to specify the temporal 
structure in these sequences, we suppose that subjects code them in terms of a 
limited number of perceptual categories of duration such as the 'long' and 'short' 
durations proposed by Fraisse (1956). 
Most important in the present case is that we have been able to show that the 
strength of induction of the hypothesized clock does play a crucial role. While 
evaluating the results of this experiment it occurred to us that the clock notion 
could be tested differently by manipulating clock induction more directly. Such 
an attempt has been undertaken in Experiment 2. 
Experiment 2 
This experiment was designed to test the hypothesized function of an internal 
clock more directly. Twenty sequences from the previous experiment were there-
fore combined with a low-pitched isochronic sequence which itself strongly 
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induces an internal clock appropriate to the first sequence. We reasoned that if an 
internal clock really is a necessary condition for the conceptualization of a tempo­
ral pattern, then providing a listener with a condition that strongly induces such 
a dock should result in significantly better reproductions. 
Method 
Sequences 1-20 from the previous experiment were selected as patterns to be 
used. The stimuli in this experiment were formed by combining each pattern 
with a low-pitched isochronous sequence. The patterned sequence of each stimu­
lus was formed of 50 ms, 830 Hz square wave sounds, while the isochronic 
sequence was formed from 50 ms, 125 Hz square waves. The latter was about 10 
dB lower in intensity. Two examples of such stimuli are presented in Figure 10. 
In a pilot experiment with this type of stimuli, we found that subjects could easily 
reproduce the high-pitched sequences as long as all tones of the low- pitched 
sequence coincided with a tone of the high-pitched sequence (as is the case in 
Figure 10a). 
One period 
< > 
I . I I I I . . I I . I I . . . ! 830 Hz 
І . . . І . . . 125 Hz 
r b i r I. I I . I..I I I I I . . . ! 830 Hz 
Figure 10. Two examples of double sequences. 
If, however, one of the tones of the low-pitched sequence did not coincide with a 
tone in the other sequence (Figure 10b), subjects became confused and could no 
longer carry out the task correctly: tones from the low- pitched sequence tended to 
be introduced in their reproduction. For this reason we only used the sequences 
from Categories 1-4, which have best clocks in which all ticks coincide with ele­
ments in the sequence (see Figure 5). In fact, according to the model, the best clock 
of all these sequences has a time unit of four located at the first tone of the 
sequence. Therefore in all 20 stimuli the high-pitched pattern was combined with 
a low-pitched sequence having a fixed time unit of four starting at the first tone 
of the sequence. The sequences of Category 1 were included as a control. Since it is 
supposed that these sequences already strongly suggest an appropriate clock, the 
extra suggestion of the low-pitched sequence should not play a role. 
The procedure was in all respects identical to that of Experiment 1: subjects could 
listen to the sequence as long as desired, then pushed a button that stopped stim-
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ulus presentation and reproduced the high-pitched sequence four times. In order 
to ensure comparability of the data the same 24 subjects of the previous experi­
ment participated in this experiment. All subjects found it self-evident that they 
had to reproduce the patterned high-pitched sequence and not the repeating 
interval of the low-pitched sequence. 
Results 
In order to facilitate comparison of the results of this and the former experiment 
we have displayed the relevant results of both in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 
shows the number of times subjects listened to the sequences in each of the four 
categories. In an analysis of variance on the data of this experiment the factor 
Categories was significant (p<.001), meaning, as the diagram shows, that subjects 
needed more presentations for the sequences of higher categories. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of mean acquisition time (number of presenta­
tions of the stimulus) in the four categories observed in Experiments 1 
and 2. 
As in the previous experiment we show the reproduction data of all 24 subjects 
together and, separately, the data of the 6 most-skilled ('skilled') and 6 least-
skilled ('unskilled') subjects. These data are shown in Figure 12. An analysis of 
variance on the data of all subjects shows that Categories (p<.001) and Stimuli 
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(p= COI) are significant An analysis ot the 6 skilled subjects yielded significance 
only for the factor Stimuli (p= 05), while an analysis of the 6 unskilled subjects 
yielded significance only for the factor Categories (p< 001) 
Further, we performed an analysis of variance on the combined reproduction 
data of this and the former experiment (only Stimuli 1-20) in which the addi­
tional clock induction figured as a condition This factor appeared to be signifi­
cant for all subjects (p< 001), for the skilled subjects (p= 05) as well as for the 
unskilled subjects (p< 001) 
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Figure 12 Comparison of the mean deviation scores of the sequences 
in the four categories observed in Experiments 1 and 2, displayed sepa­
rately for all subjects, the 6 skilled, and the 6 unskilled subjects 
Discussion 
We may conclude that the additional induction of an internal clock does have a 
positive effect on reproduction We find a significant improvement m the imita­
tions by all subjects, both skilled and unskilled This finding gives additional 
support to the hypothesis that the presence of an internal clock is a necessary 
condition for an accurate internal representation It is noteworthy that the repro-
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auction of the sequences of Category 1 also improves with the extra clock induc­
tion. Apparently the presence of the low-pitched sequence enhances the strength 
of clock induction. Another important finding is that the skilled subjects repro­
duce all sequences equally well in the plus-clock condition, while the other sub­
jects tend to reproduce the sequences from the higher categories less well (see 
Figure 12). There are two factors that may explain these findings: the distribution 
of accents and the complexity of the temporal structure in the different sequences. 
We will deal with these two points in succession. 
Local accents and beats. We have argued that sequences of the type studied here 
contain accented events. We will call these accents 'local accents' since they arise 
locally and are not the result of global processing. Further, we have argued that 
part of the process in the perception of temporal patterns consists of the genera­
tion of an internal clock, to some degree determined by these local accents. Once 
an internal clock has been established it will in turn cause those events coincid­
ing with clock ticks to be perceived as accentuated. In order to distinguish these 
accents from the local accents we will borrow the word 'beat' from music theory. 
It is possible that (unskilled) subjects tend to confuse local accents with beats, 
which may result in a degraded reproduction. Such confusion is more likely to 
occur, the more beats that fail to coincide with local accents or, in other words, 
the higher the category to which the sequence belongs. This confusion of accents 
might explain the finding that sequences from higher categories are less well 
reproduced. 
Pattern 111131224 Code 
M i l l . . 1 1 . 1 . I . . . ! 
clock i . . . i . . . i . . . i . . . S4, 3-1, S2, E 
Pattern 121112134 
I I.I III.II..I...! 
clock І...І...І...І... 1-2-1, 1-1-2, 1-3, E 
Figure 13. Two examples of patterns used in Experiment 2 
(Stimuli 1 and 16) along with their coding in terms of the 
induced clocks. 
Complexity of structural code. A second explanation is related to the actual 
coding of the sequence. In the introduction we proposed a tentative coding model 
that specified how the temporal structure in a pattern is coded by means of the 
internal clock. There we have shown that the intervals in a temporal pattern can 
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be described in a more efficient way depending on how the intervals in a 
sequence are divided over the clock intervals. In principle, reduction of descrip-
tion is possible if a clock unit is either empty or subdivided into equal intervals. 
Now it will generally be the case that more reductions are feasible when the 
sequence belongs to a lower category. Figure 13 presents as an example two 
sequences (Sequences 1 and 16 from the present experiment) and their coding in 
terms of the imposed clocks. Although this coding is still tentative, it is clear that 
the memory's representation of the second sequence is much more complicated 
than that of the first. Thus, the observed differences in the reproduction of 
sequences from different categories may be caused by the way they are internally 
represented. 
The two explanations offered here are probably related: the more complex the 
coding, the more local accents will not coincide with beat accents. It is beyond the 
scope of this paper to elaborate further on this issue. The main purpose of this 
experiment has been to show that the induction of an appropriate clock does 
improve the internal representation of a temporal pattern. Such an effect has 
been found. That the effect of this clock, as measured by reproduction, is smaller 
for unskilled than for skilled subjects is easily understandable. 
Experiment 3 
This experiment is also concerned with the perception of what we will subse-
quently call 'double sequences': sequences combined with a low-pitched 
isochronic sequence that is supposed to induce an internal clock. Suppose we ask 
a subject to listen to a double sequence consisting of the high-pitched sequence 
3 1 1 1 2 13 together with a low-pitched isochronic sequence with a fixed interval 
of size 4. After several periods, the presentation is stopped and the subject is 
asked to compare the stimulus with the following one, which consists of the 
same sequence 3 1 1 1 2 13 but now combined with a low-pitched sequence with a 
fixed interval of size 3. (Note that, since the length of the sequence is 12, the two 
isochronic sequences with intervals 3 and 4, both being divisors of 12, fit well 
with the sequence.) (See Figure 14.) The second stimulus is also stopped after a 
few periods. The subject is then asked whether (s)he has recognized that the two 
stimuli contained the same rhythm or temporal pattern. Nine out of 10 times the 
answer will be negative. 
This very interesting phenomenon is completely in keeping with our model, 
which assumes that the coding of the temporal structure in a temporal pattern is 
made in terms of the internal clock induced in the subject. Now, in the two 
double sequences presented, the clocks induced by the isochronic low-pitched 
sequence are supposedly different, having units of 3 and 4, respectively. Hence, 
the patterns will be coded differently and consequently be perceived as two differ-
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ent patterns. In Figure 14, the coding of the temporal structure of the sequences in 
the two clock contexts is presented. Given the difference in these codings, we can 
see why the similarity between the two double sequences is not discovered. 
Pattern 3111213 Code 
I . . M i l . I I . . ! 
І . . . І . . . І . . . 3-1, 1-1-2, 1-3 
I..1111.II..! 
І . . І . . І . . І . . E, S3, 2-1, E 
Figure 14. The coding of pattern 3 1 1 1 2 1 3 in terms of 
clocks with units of 4 and 3, respectively. 
The possibility of combining one and the same sequence with different clock-
inducing sequences presents an ideal opportunity to test the proposed coding 
model. We can select a number of suitable sequences and produce two double 
sequences by combining them with different low-pitched isochronic sequences. 
We thus obtain pairs of double sequences containing the same patterned 
sequence but differing in the induced internal clock. For each stimulus in such a 
pair we can determine how it will be coded and on the basis of this coding will be 
able to predict which of the double sequences in the pair is theoretically more 
complex. These predictions can then be tested by obtaining judgments from sub­
jects about the relative perceptual complexity of the stimuli in a pair. This has 
been done in the following experiment. 
Method 
Stimuli. Each stimulus pair consisted of two double sequences to be compared. In 
one double sequence a high-pitched sequence was combined with one low-
pitched isochronic sequence, while in the other pair the same high-pitched 
sequence was paired with another low-pitched isochronic sequence. The tones 
used in the experiment consisted of square wave tones of 50 ms duration which 
included 5 ms rise and fall times. The high-pitched tones had a frequency of 1044 
Hz, the low-pitched tones a frequency of 261 Hz, thus forming a pitch interval of 
two octaves. The total length of the interval sequences used was 2400 ms or 12 
time units, thus allowing a specification in either a 3-clock or 4-clock. We 
avoided sequences in which one or more of the tones of the low- pitched 
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sequence did not occur simultaneously with a tone of the interval sequence, since 
that might have introduced an undesirable inequality between stimulus pairs. 
This constraint, however, severely limited the number of possible stimuli. The 
12 stimuli we constructed are displayed in Figure 15. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
3 - c l o c k 
1 . . 1 1 . 1 . 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 . 1 . 1 1 1 1 
I I 1 1 I . I . I I 1 . 
1 . 1 1 1 . 1 . 1 1 . . 
1 . . 1 1 . 1 . 1 1 . . 
1 . 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 . 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 
1 . . 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 . . 
ι . . г . . г . . г . . 
I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I I . . 
ι . . г . . г . ·. ι . . 
I . . 1 I 1 I 1 I I . . 
г . . г . . г . . г . . 
I 1 I 1 I 1 I . I I . . 
! . . 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 . . 
4 - c I o c k 
! . . 1 1 . I . I 1 
ι. . . 1 
U l l i 
ι. . . 1 
Il 1 II 
г. . л 
I. 1 I I 
\ . . . ι 
1. 1 1 1 
M i l l 
l l l l l 
ι. . .г 
1 M 1 1 
ι . . . г 
. . . ι . 
. 1 . 1 1 
. . . ι . 
. 1 . 1 1 
. . . ι . 
. 1 . 1 1 
. . . г . 
. 1 . 1 1 
. . . г . 
11.11 
l l l l l 
. . . ι. 
. I M I 
l l l l l 
. . . г . 
M I M 
. . . ι . 
1.11 
. . . ι. 
11.11 
i . . i . Л . Л . . г . . Л . . Л 
Figure 15. The twelve stimulus pairs used in Experiment 3. Left, the 
patterns combined with a low-pitched sequence inducing a 3-clock. Right, 
the patterns combined with a low-pitched sequence inducing a 4-clock. 
Table 3 indicates for each sequence how many complex or irreducible clock inter­
vals there are when described in terms of a 3-clock or a 4-clock respectively, on 
the assumption that every clock interval is complex that is not empty or filled 
with identical intervals. On the basis of these specifications, we made predictions 
as to which of the two clocks would yield the simplest coding. These appear in 
the Column 'Simpler Clock'. Moreover, the Column 'Accent favors' indicates 
whether the accents on the second tones of the two-tone clusters (which are the 
most salient accents) favor a 3-clock or a 4-clock. 
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Table3. Features of the sequences used in Experiments. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Sequence 
31221111 
1111221111 
111122112 
2112213 
312213 
211112112 
11111111121 
3121113 
111111113 
3111113 
11111213 
3111213 
Nonreducible 
intervals 
3-clock 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
4-clock 
1 
0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
Simpler 
clock 
4 
4 
4 
4 
-
-
-
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Accent 
favors 
4 
3 
4,3 
4 
3 
3 
From the table we see that there are four sequences that are theoretically coded 
more efficiently ('simpler') in a 4-clock, and five more efficiently coded in a 3-
clock; the other three are neutral in this respect. Accents sometimes favor the 
most efficient clock, sometimes the less efficient one. 
Procedure. Twenty-five subjects, undergraduate and graduate students of 
psychology at Nijmegen University, participated individually in the experiment. 
A subject was seated at a table, provided with headphones and a panel containing 
two 'call' buttons and two response buttons. Each 'call' or 'stimulus' button had a 
corresponding response button directly above it. At the beginning of each trial, a 
small lamp on one of the call buttons was lighted. If that button was pressed the 
subject received the corresponding stimulus pair binaurally through the head-
phones. The stimulus was presented continuously in a repeated fashion and 
could be silenced either by pressing the same call button or by pressing the other 
call button. In the latter case the current stimulus ended and was, after a 700 ms 
pause, replaced by the other one of the pair. In this way the subject could shift 
from one pair to the other as often as desired. Subjects were requested to indicate 
which of the pairs (s)he judged more simple by pressing the corresponding 
response button. The subjects did not receive any instruction as to what was 
meant by simple. However, they practiced with eight stimulus pairs in which one 
pair was obviously perceptually simpler than the other. The subjects did not 
receive any feedback. The set of stimulus pairs was presented three times, each 
time in a different random order. Which stimulus of a pair was presented first 
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(indicated by the lamp on one of the call buttons) was determined by chance. The 
whole experiment, including the practice trials and the 36 experimental trials, 
took on the average 30 minutes. 
Results 
One subject was unable to give the judgments requested. This subject could not 
integrate perceptually the two sequences, but instead heard them as two com­
pletely independent streams. The other subjects had no trouble in fulfilling the 
task; most subjects considered it easy. The fact that for several sequences (nos. 1, 2, 
11 and 12) almost 100% of the responses indicated the same pair as the simpler, 
shows that the judgments are based on solid subjective evidence. 
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Figure 16. Percentage of cases where subjects judged the 4-clock combi­
nation simpler than the 3-clock combination for the 12 stimuli of 
Experiment 3. 
Figure 16 presents the results in terms of the percentage of responses in which 
the 4-clock combination was preferred. In this figure we have also indicated the 
predictions from Table 3. In those cases in which the factor Accents works in the 
opposite direction as the factor Efficiency (Stimuli 4 and 8) no exact prediction 
could, of course, be made. 
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Discussion 
The observed data closely agree with the theoretical predictions. Stimuli 1, 2 and 
3, being theoretically more efficient when coded in a 4-clock, yield respectively 
100, 100 and 90% responses in favor of the 4-clock combination. Stimulus 4, 
which is also coded more efficiently in a 4-clock but in which an accent occurs on 
Tone 7 that better fits a 3-clock, gives rise to a decrease to 60% in responses favor-
ing the 4-clock combination. Stimuli 5, 6, and 7 can theoretically be coded just as 
efficiently in a 3-clock as in a 4-clock. The responses on Stimuli 5 and 6 reflect this 
prediction very well since judgments are equally split between 3-clock and 4-clock 
combinations. For Stimulus 7, however, the 3-clock combination is preferred. An 
ad-hoc explanation for this finding may be that the description of the last 3-clock 
interval (two intervals relating as 2:1) is simpler than the description of the sub-
division of the last 4-clock interval (three intervals relating as 1:2:1). In the 
responses to Stimulus 8 we again see the conflicting effects of the two factors. 
Finally, for Stimuli 9 through 12, a very high percentage of the responses judges 
the 3-clock combination to be the simpler of the two. Only for Stimulus 10 is a 
slightly deviating percentage found. 
The results of this experiment seem to indicate that the temporal structure is 
indeed coded in terms of the units of the clock. If the clock is well chosen, it 
permits a more economical description of the intervals in the sequence, as in the 
case that intervals equally subdivide a clock interval. 
General discussion 
The main goal of this work has been to gain a better understanding of how 
temporal patterns are perceived. We reasoned that a genuine proof of such 
understanding would be the ability to predict the relative complexity of temporal 
patterns. The experiments reported here concerned, therefore, either the repro-
duction of temporal patterns or complexity judgments of temporal patterns. 
We have proposed a model that assumes that people attempt to generate an 
'internal clock' which enables the specification of the temporal structure in the 
pattern. We have argued that the selection of this clock is mainly based on the 
distribution of accents perceived in the pattern. In their turn these accents appear 
to be determined by the clustering of tones. We have also suggested how the 
temporal structure is coded in terms of the internal clock. Codes may differ in 
complexity. According to the model, not every pattern will actually invoke an 
internal clock. In those cases where no clock is induced the pattern is assumed to 
be coded differently. This alternative coding, called 'figurai coding' by Bamberger 
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(1973), capitalizes on the perceptual grouping of events. In this latter grouping 
strategy, detailed information about the relative durations of intervals would 
seem to be left uncoded. 
With the help of the above notions, we have been able to understand at least part 
of the observed phenomena. In sum, we can say that a given temporal pattern 
will be poorly reproduced or be judged complex when either no internal clock is 
induced or, where it is induced, when the coding of the pattern is relatively 
complex. 
The ideas presented here about the processing of temporal patterns have impor-
tant implications for the conduct of research in the field. Most essential is that it 
does not make sense to speak of the perception of a temporal pattern without 
further qualification. We have given evidence showing that the internal repre-
sentation of a pattern completely depends on whether, and which, clock is inter-
nally induced. Instructive in this respect is that subjects do not recognize the 
same pattern when presented in different clock contexts (Experiment 3). Clock 
induction is in the first place determined by the distribution of accents in the 
sequence, but may also be influenced by another concurrent pattern (Experiments 
2 and 3) or by perseveration of a clock induced through previously presented 
patterns. 
The foregoing implies that one must be very well aware under what conditions 
an actual investigation has been performed. As a consequence, it may be quite 
inappropriate to compare the results of different studies. Consider, for instance, 
how the internal representation may depend on the method by which temporal 
patterns are generated and presented. A pattern can be generated synthetically the 
way we did or it may be clapped or performed on a musical instrument. In the 
latter case the performer will inevitably supplement accents or change the 
temporal structure so as to bring about the induction of some internal clock. The 
same would be true, of course, if the pattern were presented in the form of musi-
cal notation, which will invoke musical intuitions on the part of the subject. 
There is nothing wrong with these methods, but we want to make clear that 
although these investigations all pertain to temporal patterns, they may very 
well tap different aspects of the process. 
We have attempted to approach the problem not from a musical viewpoint 
(which presupposes notions such as meter and beat, probably closely related to 
the clock notion) but from a more general viewpoint which seeks to understand 
how subjects code time and patterns of time. For this reason, we have avoided 
the use of concepts of music theory which are, in principle at least, applicable 
only to patterns occurring in music. 
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It seems proper to add a few remarks on the relationship of this work to other 
work in the field. We have mentioned before that several authors have stressed 
the relevance of some clock notion, usually called metrical interpretation, for the 
perception of temporal patterns. For instance, Handel and Oshinsky (1981) and 
Handel and Lawson (1983) have done a great amount of work on determining 
how subjects tap a beat with polyrhythms of varying complexity. Models for the 
metrical interpretation of musical rhythms have been developed by Longuet-
Higgins and Lee (1982) and Steedman (1977). We should like to point out that 
there are some important differences between the latter approaches and ours. 
First, their models aim at mirroring the actual process of meter interpretation, 
which therefore works from left to right through the sequence. The models start 
from the intervals as they occur in the sequence, giving more weight to relatively 
longer intervals, but they do not take into account the possibility of accents play-
ing a role in determining beat or meter. Second, these models will always supply 
some solution, that is, some metrical interpretation. Our model, on the contrary, 
only determines the chance that an internal clock will be induced, thus leaving 
open the possibility that no clock is internally generated, and that an alternative 
coding is employed. The outcome of the reported experiments may be taken as 
demonstrating the latter point. 
In sum, we think that accents play a decisive role in inducing the internal clock. 
In fact, during an earlier stage of our work, we tried to understand the perception 
of temporal patterns purely in terms of their temporal characteristics (Povel, 
1984), but attempts to test predictions from this model failed. We think that the 
finding of accented and unaccented events perceived within sequences consisting 
of identical tones is vital for an understanding of how these patterns are pro-
cessed. Moreover, this finding has consequences for the perception of sequences 
in which tones are additionally made more salient by making them louder or 
longer. Probably, even more complicated interactions will occur here. 
In future work we plan to further elaborate the clock-section mechanism, to 
collect more data relevant to the proposed coding model (the technique used in 
Experiment 3 seems most suited to this purpose), to further analyze the character-
istics of the two types of coding (figurai and durational), and to determine the 
contributions of decoding and of motor aspects in the production of temporal pat-
terns (see Essens & Povel, 1985). 
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Chapter 3 
Metrical and nonmetrical representations 
of temporal patterns1/2 
Peter J. Essens and Dirk-Jan Povel 
Abstract 
Temporal patterns can be classified into two types: those that are 
conceivable in terms of a metrical framework and those that are not. In 
this context, a metrical framework is seen as a mental time scale used 
in specifying the temporal structure of a pattern. Three experiments are 
reported in which subjects produced or reproduced temporal patterns. 
The first shows that in spontaneous production subjects use intervals 
whose durations are in a 2:1 ratio, irrespective of the structure of the 
pattern. From the two other experiments, in which subjects reproduced 
temporal patterns with varying interval ratios, it is concluded that: (1) 
patterns not conceivable in a metrical framework are represented (and 
consequently reproduced) poorly, unless the intervals are 2:1 related, 
and (2) patterns conceivable in a metrical framework are represented 
and reproduced accurately. Implications for a theory of temporal 
patterns are discussed. 
Introduction 
Temporal patterns can be represented internally in a metrical or a nonmetrical 
fashion. A metrical representation of a temporal pattern is one based, upon a 
metrical framework, meaning that the pattern is mapped on a frame formed of 
equal time intervals. For example, the interval sequence 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 4 (numbers 
indicating intervals between tone onsets in arbitrary time units), with a total 
duration of 16 time units, may be perceived metrically as having a metrical 
framework with intervals of 4 time units. The temporal structure in patterns 
capable of metrical representation, typically those found in music, can be 
described by means of hierarchical trees (Jones, 1976, 1981; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 
^ h i s chapter was published as Essens, P.J., & Povel, D.J. (1985). Metrical and nonmetrical 
representations of temporal patterns. Perception & Psychophysics, 37, 1-7. Reprinted by permission. 
2The research reported here was supported by a grant of the Netherlands Organization for the 
Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO). Part of the work reported was presented at the Joint 
Meeting of the British Experimental Psychology Society and the Netherlands Psychonomics 
Foundation, Amsterdam, July 4-7,1984. 
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1981; Longuet-Higgins, 1978; Martin, 1972). Models specifying how different 
characteristics in patterns determine their metrical interpretation have been 
proposed by Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982), Povel (1984), Povel and Essens 
(1985), and Steedman (1977). 
A nonmetrical representation will result when the listener is unable to form a 
metrical representation. This may be when the sequence cannot be subdivided 
into equal time intervals, such as the interval sequence 13 2 14 with a total dura-
tion of 11 time units. Besides divisibility, accent distribution is an important 
factor affecting the formation of a metrical interpretation. Two questions arise 
here: (1) which patterns do actually evoke a metrical interpretation on the part of 
the listener, and (2) what is the nature of the time representation of patterns 
failing to evoke a metrical interpretation? 
Povel and Essens (1985) have proposed a model for the perception of temporal 
patterns that deals with the first question. The model has three main assump-
tions. First, perception of a temporal pattern is related to the structural character-
istics of the pattern. Second, the model assumes that in perceiving a temporal 
pattern, a listener tries to generate an internal clock which is subsequently used as 
a measuring device to specify the temporal structure of the pattern. Third, the 
model assumes that the distribution of the accents perceived in the sequence 
determines whether a clock actually is induced and which clock this will be. The 
model formalized in the form of a computer program specifies the strength of 
induction of that clock. When clock induction is strong, most listeners will 
generate an internal clock and the pattern will be represented in a metrical 
framework. Conversely, when induction is weak, no internal clock will be gener-
ated and the pattern will be coded in a nonmetrical representation. For a more 
detailed discussion of this distinction, see Povel and Essens (1985). In this paper, 
we have used the model to classify the patterns as 'metrical' or 'nonmetrical', 
that is, as patterns that either do or do not evoke a metrical interpretation. 
The present study aims at giving further evidence to substantiate the distinction 
between metrical and nonmetrical coding. In particular, it is concerned with the 
question of how temporal relations are coded in a nonmetrical representation as 
compared with a metrical representation. 
Experiment 1 
This experiment replicates Fraisse's (1946, 1956) and de Montpellier's (1935) spon-
taneous tapping experiments. In those experiments, subjects tapped patterns, 
which were verbally described to them as sequences of groups of elements (taps). 
For example, a subject was asked to produce a pattern of five elements composed 
of a group of three elements followed by a group of two elements. According to 
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Fraisse (1956), order of the groups (element structure) and number of elements 
(size) in the pattern affect the ratios of the intervals between and within groups 
in a produced pattern. The present experiment verifies reported effects of size and 
element structure on the produced intervals between the elements for an 
extended set of patterns consisting of groups of elements. 
Method 
Stimuli. All patterns used contained three groups of elements. Groups consisted 
of 1, 2, 3, or 4 elements. For example, the element pattern 243 consists of a group 
of two, followed by a group of four, followed by a group of three elements (see 
Table 1). Since permutations such as 112, 121 and 211 produce cyclical variations 
of the same basic element pattern when generated repetitively, the 63 apparent 
versions in fact reduce to 23 basic element patterns. Thus, the factor element 
structure consists of two factors: identical groups of elements varying in order 
(cyclical variation) and different groups in the pattern (basic element pattern). 
The cyclical variations of the basic element patterns were distributed over three 
sets, and four subjects were assigned to each set. 
Procedure. The subjects were requested to repetitively tap the patterns at their 
own tempo such that groups of taps remained recognizable. Patterns to be tapped 
were shown on a card in a numerical representation (e.g., 322). The order of 
presentation of element patterns was random. Subjects tapped five periods of the 
pattern onto a response plate; each tap produced a 50 ms tone of 830 Hz. 
Extinction of the response tone signaled to the subject that production could be 
stopped. Time intervals between taps were recorded using a PDP-11/03 computer. 
Subjects. Twelve subjects, psychology students, participated in the experiment. 
Four were musically trained, having played an instrument for at least 5 years. 
Results 
Examination of the performance of individuals revealed no differences related to 
musical training. Basically, subjects used two durations of tap intervals in the 
patterns, a short duration for intervals within groups (M = 320 ms) and a long 
duration for the intervals between groups (M = 645 ms). In Figure 1, the relation 
between mean long and mean short intervals for each subject is presented. Note 
that the scales of the x- and y-axis are 1:2 related. The figure shows that the long 
and short durations produced relate as 2:1. The relation between the two dura-
tions is clearly not influenced by tempo differences among subjects, showing a 
long-short correlation of .93. 
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Figure 1. Produced long intervals as a function of produced short 
intervals for 12 subjects in Experiment 1. Points represent average 
values. The diagonal indicates the 2:1 long/short relation. 
The ratios of the long and short intervals were subjected to an analysis of 
variance. Each pattern produced contains three long intervals between the three 
groups, the third of which separates repetitions of the pattern. The position of 
long intervals in the pattern is referred to as 'location'. For each pattern, three 
long-short interval ratios were obtained by dividing the long intervals by the 
mean of the short intervals of that pattern. There are three main factors: cyclical 
variation, basic pattern, and location. The cyclical variation and basic pattern 
factors and the interactions of the three factors are not significant. The location 
factor is highly significant [F(2,18) = 29.1, p<.0001] with mean values of 1.96, 1.92, 
and 2.2 and standard deviations of .22, .24, and .39, respectively. A Newman-
Keuls analysis shows a significant difference between the third interval ratio and 
the other two ratios (p<.05). This difference has also been reported by Fraisse 
(1956), who, therefore, analyzed the first two interval ratios separately from the 
third. To make the evaluation of the effect of size comparable with Fraisse's data, 
we computed the means of the first two interval ratios. Since analysis of variance 
showed no effects of cyclical variation, we pooled mean interval ratios over three 
sets and averaged them over subjects. In Table 1, the mean interval ratios for the 
23 basic element patterns are presented. The table reveals that there is no positive 
relationship between size and interval ratio; in fact, the relation shows some 
negative correlation (r = -.37). During the experiment, some subjects were seen to 
make a 'dummy' tap movement about in the middle of the long interval. 
j ι ι L 
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Table 1. Mean produced long-short ratios for the 23 basic element 
patterns in Experiment 1. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Pattern 
112 
122 
113 
123 
132 
114 
222 
133 
223 
124 
142 
134 
Size 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
M 
2.00 
1.94 
1.98 
1.99 
2.01 
1.98 
1.88 
1.97 
1.89 
1.95 
2.02 
1.99 
SD 
.21 
.28 
.26 
.24 
.22 
.43 
.23 
.20 
.15 
.29 
.18 
.17 
No. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Pat tem 
143 
233 
224 
234 
243 
144 
333 
244 
334 
344 
444 
Size 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
11 
12 
M 
1.89 
1.89 
1.88 
1.93 
1.92 
2.04 
1.89 
1.89 
1.91 
1.90 
1.94 
SD 
.21 
.17 
.18 
.26 
.18 
.21 
.16 
.19 
.15 
.24 
.32 
Discussion 
The main finding of this experiment is that, in spontaneous tapping, subjects 
produce between-group intervals that are almost twice as long as the within-
group intervals. This result supports Fraisse's idea that subjects essentially use 
two duration categories related as 2:1. However, in contrast with Fraisse, our data 
show that this 2:1 relation is independent of number of taps in a pattern, element 
structure and overall tempo. Further, also in contrast with Fraisse (1956) and De 
Montpellier (1935), we find great consistency in the produced interval ratios. 
Patterns 112, 211, and 121 permit a direct comparison of our results with those of 
Fraisse (1956). Where Fraisse reports interval ratios of 2.64, 2.57 and 2.77, we find 
1.96, 2.04 and 2.00; these differences remain to be explained. 
Experiment 2 
In contrast to the previous experiment, which studied the production of tempo-
ral patterns, this experiment is concerned with their reproduction. In particular, 
we investigated the reproduction of patterns that are assumed to be perceived in 
a nonmetrical interpretation. 
Given the preference in spontaneous tapping for producing a 2:1 time relation 
and the observed dummy movements, we wanted to investigate whether 
subjects can use the smallest interval in a temporal pattern as a basic unit in 
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representing other (longer) intervals in the same pattern. According to this 
'extrapolation hypothesis', intervals in a pattern can be coded by extrapolating the 
smallest interval over longer intervals and counting the number of times it fits 
into the larger. Note that this approach differs from specification in a metrical 
interpretation, in that here, instead of a higher order time unit, the smallest 
interval is used to specify the interval structure. 
The extrapolation hypothesis suggests that patterns whose longer intervals can be 
expressed as multiples of the shortest interval will be more accurately reproduced 
than those in which they are not. Thus, the hypothesis predicts that intervals in 
ratio 3:1 or 4:1 will be better reproduced than, for instance, 2.5:1 or 3.5:1. Indeed, 
Fraisse (1956) found that 2:1 interval relations are better reproduced than those of 
1.5:1 or 2.5:1, a result in support of the hypothesis. The findings of Povel (1981), 
on the other hand, are not in accordance with the hypothesis, since he found that 
patterns with intervals related 3:1 and 4:1 are not reproduced more accurately 
than those with 3.5:1 ratios. We verified these results in an experiment with 
patterns, which, unlike Povel's stimuli, contained frequently occurring short 
intervals. In the present experiment, subjects reproduced tone patterns in which 
the relation of short and long intervals were systematically varied. 
Method 
Stimuli. The stimuli in this experiment consisted of sequences of tones 
composed of 830 Hz square waves with a duration of 50 ms, including 5 ms rise 
and fall times. Using four element structures from the previous experiment (322, 
233, 433, and 344), patterns were formed in which between-group intervals were 
varied. (The term 'interval' always refers to tone-onset interval.) The duration of 
within-group intervals was 250 ms; long (between-group) intervals were 1.5, 2, 
2.5, 3, 3.5 or 4 times the short interval. Figure 2 shows a sample pattern. The total 
number of stimuli was thus 24: 4 (element structures) χ 6 (interval ratios). A fifth 
element structure (341) was used for training purposes. 
Procedure. The subjects were requested to repetitively reproduce the presented 
patterns as accurately as possible. The patterns were repeatedly presented through 
earphones, and, as in Experiment 1, the element structure was depicted on a card. 
Presentation order was random. The subjects were able to listen to each stimulus 
and practice by tapping in synchrony with it as long as they wished. Afterwards 
the subjects stopped stimulus presentation by pushing a button, and tapped five 
periods of the pattern on a response plate. Each tap produced the same tone as 
used in the stimulus, thus making stimulus and response stage auditory compat­
ible. Stimulus generation and response registration were controlled by means of a 
PDP-11103 computer. 
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Subjects. Twenty subjects, psychology students, participated in the experiment. 
Ten were musically trained, and none had participated in Experiment 1. 
Element s t r u c t u r e 3Z2 
One period 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
ratio pattern 
* : ι I I I I I I I 
Figure 2. Six temporal patterns formed of element structure 322 with 
various interval ratios. Vertical lines indicate tones of 50 ms. Shortest 
tone onset interval is 250 ms. 
Results 
Mean reproduced long intervals were obtained by averaging the first two 
between-group intervals; mean reproduced short intervals were obtained by 
averaging over all within-group intervals. Examination of performance of 
individuals yielded no differences related to musical training. In Table 2, the 
results are presented averaged over subjects and element structures for the six 
interval ratios. 
The results for the short intervals show a positive effect of interval ratio on the 
duration of the short intervals. Short intervals are lengthened with patterns with 
interval ratios greater than 2:1, considerably shortened in patterns with interval 
ratios 1.5:1, and slightly shortened in patterns with 2:1 ratios. The variation in the 
reproductions of the long intervals, as expressed by the standard deviations, 
becomes progressively greater with interval ratio, while the deviation of the 
mean reproduction from the presented sequence rises progressively. 
The ratios of the reproduced long and short intervals are shown in Figure 3. 
From this figure, we see reproduced interval ratios greater than 2:1 becoming 
progressively smaller and the interval ratio 1.5:1 becoming systematically greater. 
The interval ratio 2:1 is reproduced somewhat greater than 2, M = 2.12, which is 
consistent with the findings of Fraisse (1956) and Povel (1981). At first sight, the 
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interval ratio 2.5:1 seems to be reproduced fairly accurately: M = 2.43. The high 
standard deviation, however, indicates that this interpretation is unwarranted. 
Table 2. Mean reproduced long and short 
intervals (in ms) and standard deviations in 
Experiment 2. 
Interval 
ratio 
1.5:1* 
2.0:1 
2.5:1 
3.0:1 
3.5:1 
4.0:1 
Long 
M 
450 
520 
615 
682 
762 
848 
Interval 
SD 
46.5 
45.6 
81.3 
84.3 
110.3 
133.2 
Short Interval 
M 
230 
245 
254 
253 
257 
262 
SD 
11.9 
11.2 
15.3 
11.9 
14.6 
17.2 
*Unit = 250 ms. 
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Figure 3. Mean reproduced interval ratios as a function of presented 
interval ratios. The diagonal indicates perfect reproduction. Vertical 
lines represent standard deviations. 
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Another measure of the accuracy of reproduction is obtained by summing the 
absolute differences between intervals in the reproduced pattern and the 
presented pattern. This measure indicates the deviation with respect to the norm 
(presented pattern). If expressed as a percentage of the norm, the measure can be 
used to compare performance in the different interval ratios. Table 3 shows the 
deviations averaged over subjects and element structures for the mean repro­
duced long intervals and short intervals separately. 
Table 3. Mean deviations of reproduced long 
and short intervals in percentage of 
presented intervals in Experiment 2. 
Interval 
ratio 
1.5:1* 
2.0:1 
2.5:1 
3.0:1 
3.5:1 
4.0:1 
Long 
M 
20.8 
8.2 
11.2 
12.7 
15.6 
17.6 
interval 
SD 
11.2 
6.4 
7.5 
7.5 
9.6 
10.3 
Short 
M 
9.0 
5.9 
6.7 
6.1 
6.9 
7.8 
interv; 
SD 
3.7 
2.5 
3.8 
2.4 
4.2 
5.4 
•Unit = 250 ms. 
These two sets of deviations were subjected to separate analyses of variance, with 
interval ratio and element structure as main factors. The interval ratio factor is 
significant [F(5,95) = 11.3, p<.0001, for the long-interval deviations and F(5,95) = 
4.0, p<.01, for the short-interval deviations]. The element structures differ signifi­
cantly from each other [F(3,57) = 3.9, p<.01, for the long-interval deviations and 
F(3,57) = 12.9, p<.001, for the short-interval deviations]. In addition, a nearly 
significant interaction of interval ratio χ element structure is observed for the 
short-interval deviations [F(95,285) = 6.0, p<.02]. A Newman-Keuls analysis for 
the deviations of the long intervals showed that the successive steps of the 
gradually increasing deviation do not significantly differ from each other (p>.05). 
The differences between interval ratios 2:1 and 3:1, however, is found to be signif­
icant. For the deviations of the short intervals, a Newman-Keuls analysis showed 
the only significant difference to be between interval ratios 1.5:1 and 2:1 (p<.05). 
Most of the subjects complained about the difficulty of the patterns with interval 
ratios of 1.5:1. 
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Discussion 
The reproduction data do not support a distinction between the representation of 
patterns containing integer-ratio intervals (e.g., 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1) and those 
containing noninteger-ratio intervals (e.g., 1.5:1, 2.5:1, and 3.5:1) in a nonmetrical 
context. From this result, we may conclude that the smallest interval is not used 
in specifying the time structure of the patterns. Patterns containing 2:1 interval 
relations are clearly reproduced best in comparison with the other patterns. This 
is in conformity with the findings of Experiment 1. There we found that, in spon-
taneous tapping, subjects consistently use two distinct time categories, long and 
short, with long intervals about twice as long as short intervals. 
A special case is formed by the interval ratio 1.5:1. A typical comment by subjects 
was that successive groups in these patterns were hard to distinguish. Moreover, 
in their reproductions, subjects lengthened the long intervals and shortened the 
short intervals, a tendency in accordance with Fraisse's (1956) 'principle of 
distinction'. 
Experiment 3 
In this experiment, we compared accuracy of reproduction of patterns that theo-
retically evoke different representations. Patterns evoking a metrical representa-
tion are generally reproduced more accurately than those that do not (Povel, 
1981). This finding was obtained with a limited set of simple temporal patterns. 
Moreover, the patterns evoking a metrical interpretation and those evoking a 
nonmetrical one differed strongly in their element structure. Therefore, in this 
experiment, we compared the reproduction of patterns in two conditions: one 
that evokes a metrical representation and one that does not. 
Method 
Stimuli. Using five element structures (322, 332, 421, 413, and 422), two sets of 
patterns were formed in which the interval ratios were either 2:1 in Set 1 or 3:1 in 
Set 2. The duration of short intervals within the groups was 200 ms; thus, long 
intervals were 400 ms in Set 1 and 600 ms in Set 2. The patterns consisted of tones 
of 50 ms 830 Hz square waves, with 5 ms rise and fall times. The stimuli are 
shown in Table 4 in real-time fashion, with dots indicating the relative onset 
intervals. For example, the first pattern of Set 1 consists of the onset intervals (in 
ms) 200 200 400 200 400 200 400. 
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Table 4. Two sets of stimuli from Experiment 3. 
No. Nonmetncal Metrical 
I I 
I I 
I I 
. I 
I. 
I I . 
Set 
ι 
1. Interval ratio 2 I 
Set 
1 
i 
1 
i 
i 
i 
i 
2. Interval ratio 
! I 
i 
. ! I 
i 
ι I 
i 
. ! I 
i 
; I 
i 
I. 1 
. . ï 
. 1 1 . . . 1 . . . 
. . i . . - i . . . 
I . I 1 1 . I I . . 1 . . . 
1 1 1 1 . 1 1 . 1. 1 . . . 
.1 II I . I . I 1 1 . . . 
. 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . . . 
- І i i 
3.Ï 
I 1 1 
. . i 
I 1 1 
. . i 
I 1 1 
. . i 
I 1 1 
. . i 
I 1 1 
. I I . . I I . . . 
. . i . . . i . . . 
.1 1 1 . . 1 1 . . 
. . i . . . 1 . . . 
. . I I . . I . . . 
. . i . . . i . . . 
. . I . . I I I . . 
. . i . . . i . . . 
. . I I . . I I . . 
Note: ' Γ represents a tone of 50 ms duration Smallest tone onset 
interval is 200 ms. Dots indicate relative interval duration '!' 
indicates first tone of next period. 
Low-pitch isochrome sequence. 
Patterns used in the metrical condition were formed by lengthening the patterns 
from the nonmetrical condition (see Table 4). These patterns were presented to 
subjects in combination with a low-pitch isochronic tone sequence to ensure 
metrical coding. This isochronic sequence consisted of 50 ms 125 Hz square 
waves, with 5 ms rise and fall times and onset intervals of 800 ms. 
Procedure. The task for the subject was to repetitively reproduce the presented 
pattern as precisely as possible. The patterns were presented through earphones 
in a repetitive fashion. The experiment was performed in two parts: the stimuli 
of the nonmetrical condition were reproduced first, and then, after a short pause, 
the stimuli of the metrical condition were reproduced. The subjects practiced the 
task before each part of the experiment. Presentation order was random. The 
subjects listened to each stimulus and practiced tapping for as long as they 
wished. After stopping stimulus presentation, they reproduced four periods of 
the pattern on a response plate. Each tap produced the same tone as used in the 
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stimulus. If variability of performance of a pattern was such that standard devia­
tion exceeded 15% of the mean, the subject was asked to repeat the trial. 
Subjects. Seventeen subjects, psychology students, participated in the experiment. 
Eight were musically trained, and two had participated in Experiment 2. 
Results 
Analysis was carried out on that part of the reproduced patterns that was identical 
in the metrical and nonmetricai conditions. Mean reproduced long intervals 
were obtained by averaging the first two between-group intervals; the mean 
reproduced short intervals were obtained by averaging the within-group inter­
vals. Examination of the performance of individuals yielded no differences 
related to musical training. In Table 5, the results are presented averaged over 
subjects and element structures for the long and short intervals separately. 
Table 5. Mean reproduced long and short intervals (in 
ms) and standard deviations in Experiment 3. 
Condition t-o ng interval Short interval 
M SD M SD 
Set 1. Interval ratio 2.1 
Nonmetricai 404 26.1 199 6.6 
Metrical 417 22.2 202 7.7 
Sel 2- Interval ratto 3.Ί 
Nonmetricai 558 63.1 207 7.3 
Metrical 584 43.1 204 7.1 
'Unit = 200 ms. 
First we look at the reproduction of short intervals. In Sets 1 and 2, reproductions 
do not differ from the presented interval durations. Reproductions of the long 
intervals, however, show a condition effect. In Set 1 (2:1), the difference from the 
presented interval duration is slightly greater under the metrical condition. In 
Set 2 (3:1), the difference from the presented interval duration is considerably 
smaller under the metrical condition. In both sets, performance is more 
consistent in the metrical condition, as indicated by the lower standard deviation. 
To describe accuracy of reproduction, we have also used the deviation measure, 
which may give a better picture of the actual differences between conditions. This 
measure was obtained by summing the absolute differences between the mean 
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reproduced long intervals and the norm. Data for the two sets are shown in 
Figure 4 for the nonmetrical and metrical conditions separately. 
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patterns 
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patterns 
Figure 4 Mean deviation scores as a percentage of the presented inter­
vals for the metrical (M) and nonmetrical (NM) conditions in the two 
sets. 
The figure shows that, for the patterns of Set 2, deviations are much lower in the 
metrical condition than in the nonmetrical condition. The deviations in the 
patterns of Set 1 do not differ under the two conditions. The deviations were 
subjected to analyses of variance for the two sets of patterns separately, with 
condition and element structure as main factors. For Set 1, the condition factor is 
not significant; element structure is nearly significant [F(4,64) = 2.78, p=.03]. A 
significant interaction of condition χ element structure is observed [F(4,64) = 3.87, 
p<.01]. For Set 2, patterns with interval ratio 3:1, the condition factor is highly 
significant [F(l,16) = 42.0, p<.0001], and the interaction of condition χ element 
structure is nearly significant [F(4,64) = 2.58, p<.04]. Analysis of variance of the 
combined results of Set 1 and Set 2 in the metrical condition indicated that there 
was no significant difference between the scores of Set 1 and Set 2 in the metrical 
condition. 
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Discussion 
This experiment shows that metrically interpreted patterns are much better 
reproduced than nonmetrically interpreted patterns, except for those having 2:1 
interval ratios. The latter are reproduced with broadly the same accuracy under 
both metrical and nonmetrical conditions. The data suggest that accuracy of 
reproduction of metrically interpreted patterns is not related to their interval 
relations, since accuracy in the metrical condition is the same for both sets. 
The main finding of Experiment 2 - decrease of accuracy for interval relations 
other than 2:1 - is replicated in this experiment (nonmetrical condition), using a 
different set of patterns. In order, the reproduced interval ratios for 2:1 and 3:1 
patterns are 2.12 and 2.70 in Experiment 2 and 2.03 and 2.70 in Experiment 3. 
Certain differences in the results do appear, however. Compared with the data of 
Experiment 2, variability is much lower in Experiment 3. Mean deviations for the 
patterns with 2:1 and 3:1 interval relations (see Table 3) are 8.2 and 12.7 
(Experiment 2) and 6.1 and 11.2 (Experiment 3), respectively. This difference may 
be due to the accuracy constraints in Experiment 3. 
A remark is in order regarding the procedure used in this experiment. Because 
the metrical condition always followed the nonmetrical condition, one could 
argue that the improvement of accuracy in the 3:1 condition is due to a learning 
effect. However, pilot experiments with the two parts separately showed essen-
tially the same results as those reported here. 
A puzzling aspect concerns the data of Set 2. Although best performance is found 
under the metrical condition, subjects did not realize exact 3:1 interval ratios, 
their mean interval ratio being 2.86. A possible explanation for this may be found 
in the complexity of the patterns in the metrical condition. 
General discussion 
The main conclusion from the findings reported in this study is that two types of 
representations should be distinguished: one metrical and the other nonmetrical. 
With the exception of patterns consisting of intervals relating 2:1, we found that 
metrically represented patterns are much better reproduced than those nonmetri-
cally represented. In terms of the internal Clock Model of Povel and Essens (1985), 
our conclusion is that if an internal clock is used as a basis to specify the temporal 
structure of a pattern, an adequate representation results. If no clock is used, tem-
poral structure is not represented adequately; detailed information about the rela-
tive durations of intervals will be lacking. 
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Patterns with 2:1 interval ratios appear to be of special kind: (1) In spontaneous 
production, subjects use two types of intervals, which stand in a 2:1 relation; (2) 
for nonmetrically represented patterns, we find that accuracy of reproduction is 
much better for those containing 2:1 intervals than it is for other interval ratios; 
and (3) accuracy of reproduction of metrically and nonmetrically interpreted 
patterns with 2:1 interval relations is similar. 
The findings reported here have implications for a theory of temporal patterns. 
First, with respect to the possible subdivisions of the metrical unit, three ways of 
filling that unit can be distinguished: empty, filled with equal intervals and filled 
with unequal intervals. In an earlier model, Povel (1981) restricted unequal 
subdivisions that are properly represented to relations of 2:1. The finding that 
subdivisions with unequal intervals relating 3:1 or 2:1 are reproduced with simi-
lar accuracy indicates that relations other than 2:1 are also permissible within the 
internal Clock Model. Second, the findings reported in this paper have shown 
that the internal representation of a temporal pattern critically depends on 
whether or not a metrical interpretation is evoked. 
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Chapter 4 
Hierarchical organization of temporal patterns1'2 
Peter Essens 
Abstract 
In two reproduction experiments, limitations of a hierarchical organi-
zation of temporal patterns were investigated by varying the way lower 
levels relate to higher levels in the hierarchy. From the systematic 
errors subjects made in reproducing temporal patterns, it is concluded 
that an accurate internal representation will be arrived at only if the 
temporal structure of a pattern enables an organization in which hier-
archical levels relate as integers with prime factors 2 or 3. Implications 
for the temporal pattern perception theory are discussed. 
Introduction 
A general notion in characterizing the cognitive organization of temporal 
patterns is that the time structure is coded in some hierarchical form (Jones, 1976, 
1981b; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984; Martin, 1972; Michon, 1974). Hierarchical 
organization is typically pictured abstractly as a tree representing multiple levels 
of time units with lower levels nested within higher levels (see Jones, 1981a). 
Various theoretical representations to describe the time structure of a temporal 
pattern differing in the way lower levels relate to higher levels have been 
proposed (Longuet-Higgins, 1978). This study is concerned with the actual organi-
zation of higher and lower levels in a hierarchical representation of temporal 
patterns. 
Models specifying which characteristics of temporal patterns determine their 
actual organization have been proposed by Povel (1981, 1984) and Povel and 
Essens (1985). Related models confined to temporal patterns that occur in music 
have been presented by Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982,1984). 
Povel (1981) found empirical support for a hierarchical model of temporal 
pattern perception that consists of at least two levels: a higher order level, called 
beat, and a lower level of subdivisions of that beat level. This organization is 
^This chapter was published as Essens, PJ. (1986). Hierarchical organization of temporal patterns. 
Perception & Psychophysics, 40, 69-73. Reprinted by permission. 
2The research reported here was supported by a grant of the Netherlands Organization for the 
Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO). The author wishes to thank D.J. Povel and G.B. van der 
Voet for helpful comments on the manuscript. 
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arrived at by segmentation of the temporal pattern into equal intervals, the beat 
unit, and expressing the intervals smaller than the beat unit as a subdivision of 
the beat unit in which they occur. Thus, a temporal pattern with intervals of 250 
250 250 750 (ms) can be represented, according to the model, as two beat units of 
750 ms, the first unit subdivided into three equal parts. In later studies, Povel 
(1984) and Povel and Essens (1985) extended this idea, and in the latter article they 
introduced the concept of internal clock, comparable to the beat concept. 
The Clock Model assumes that, in perceiving a temporal pattern, a listener tries 
to generate an internal clock which is subsequently used as a device to specify the 
temporal structure of the pattern. Furthermore, the model assumes that the 
distribution of the accents perceived in the sequence determines whether an 
internal clock actually is induced and which clock will provide the hierarchical 
organization of the pattern. For example, consider the tone pattern with intervals 
600 200 400 200 200 200 600 (ms). A clock with unit 600 (ms) organizes the pattern 
in four equal parts (600) (200 400) (200 200 200) (600). On the other hand, when a 
clock unit of 800 (ms) is used, the pattern is segmented in (600 200) (400 200 200) 
(200 600). The Clock Model specifies the strength of induction of each theoreti-
cally possible clock. It was shown that temporal patterns conceived with a 
strongly induced clock are reproduced more accurately than patterns not so 
conceived (Essens & Povel, 1985; Povel & Essens, 1985). This paper is concerned 
with patterns that, in terms of the Clock Model, have a strong clock induction. 
The purpose of the present study was to determine which subdivisions can be 
adequately represented in a hierarchical model. In two experiments, subjects 
reproduced temporal patterns in which subdivisions of the higher order level 
were systematically varied. 
Experiment 1 
Three ways of subdividing the clock unit can be distinguished: empty, filled with 
equal intervals and filled with intervals that subdivide the clock unit unequally. 
For example, in the temporal pattern with intervals 600 200 800 400 200 200 800 
(ms) with a theoretical clock unit equal to 800 ms, according to the Clock Model, 
the first clock unit is subdivided into two parts with a ratio of 3:1. The third unit 
is subdivided into three intervals with a ratio of 2:1:1. The other units are not 
subdivided. To determine the nature of the relationship between clock level and 
its subdivisions, other, more complex ratios must also be studied. For example, 
consider the temporal pattern 700 200 900 500 200 200 900 ms. The theoretical 
clock unit, equal to 900 ms, is subdivided into two parts that form nonintegers 
(700 200 and 500 200 200). As it is formulated now, the Clock Model emphasizes 
the necessity of using an internal clock to arrive at an accurate representation. If 
the presence of an internal clock as a metric device is a sufficient condition for an 
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adequate description of a temporal pattern, patterns containing subdivisions with 
ratios 2.5:1 and 3.5:1 would be reproduced as well as patterns with subdivisions 
with 2:1 and 3:1 ratios. 
Patterns containing subdivisions with integer ratios formed the integer condi-
tion; patterns containing subdivisions not in integer ratios formed the noninte-
ger condition. The performance in the two conditions was compared using a 
reproduction paradigm. 
Method 
Stimuli. Two sets of temporal patterns were formed in which the relevant ratios 
of the subdivisions of the clock units were 2.5:1 (e.g., 500 200 200) or 2:1 (e.g., 400 
200 200) in Set 1 and 3.5:1 (e.g., 700 200) or 3:1 (e.g., 600 200) in Set 2. In Table 1, the 
temporal patterns are shown as sequences of tone onset intervals (ms) with the 
clock units marked by slant lines and the subdivisions under consideration set in 
bold type. The duration of the shortest intervals was 200 ms in all patterns. 
Table 1. Patterns presented in two conditions of Experiment 1. 
No. Nomnteger Integer 
Se i l 
1 /200 200 500/200 500 200/900/900/ /200 200 400/200 400 200/800/800/ 
2 /500 200 200/200 500 200/900/900/ /400 200 200/200 400 200/800/800/ 
3 /700200/200 200 500/500 200200/900/ /600200/200 200 400/400 200 200/800/ 
4 /700200/200 200 500/200 500 200/900/ /600 200/200 200 400/200 400 200/800/ 
Set 2 
1 /500 200200/700 200/700 200/900/ /400 200 200/600 200/600 200/800/ 
2 /500 200 200/200 700/200 700/900/ /400200 200/200 600/200 600/800/ 
3 /500 200 200/200 700/700 200/200 700/ /400 200200/200 600/600 200/200600/ 
4 /500 200 200/200 700/200 700/200 700/ /400 200 200/200 600/200 600/200 600/ 
Note: Intervals in ms. Slant lines mark clock units. The subdivisions under consid-
eration are set in bold type. The subdivisions relate basically as 2 5.1 and 2:1 in 
Set 1, and 3.5:1 and 3:1 in Set 2 
The tones in the stimuli were made of 50 ms 830 Hz square waves with 5 ms rise 
and fall times. The tones were presented to the subjects in combination with a 
low-pitch isochronic tone sequence, whose only purpose was to strongly induce 
the indicated clock. This isochronic sequence consisted of tones of 50 ms 125 Hz 
square waves with 5 ms rise and fall times. For example, in the temporal 
sequence consisting of the time intervals 200 200 500 200 500 200 900 900 (ms) with 
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a theoretical clock unit equal to 900 (ms), the low-pitch tones coincide with the 
first, fourth, seventh and eighth tone of the sequence. 
Procedure. The experiment was performed in two parts, first the noninteger 
condition and then, after a short pause, the integer condition. Order or presenta-
tion of the stimuli within each part was randomized. The task was practiced 
before each part of the experiment. The stimulus was presented cyclically through 
loudspeakers. The subject's task was to reproduce the presented pattern as 
precisely as possible. The subject listened to each stimulus and practiced tapping 
with his/her index finger for as long as (s)he wished. The subject stopped stimu-
lus presentation by pushing a button, and then reproduced the pattern four 
times, cyclically, on a response plate. Each tap produced the same tone as that 
used in the stimulus. If variability of performance of a pattern was such that 
standard deviation exceeded 15% of the mean, the subject was asked to produce 
that pattern again, repeating the procedure of listening and practicing the stimu-
lus involved. Stimulus generation and response registration were controlled by a 
PDP-11/03 computer. 
Subjects. Twenty subjects, students in psychology, participated in the experiment. 
Ten were musically trained, having played an instrument for at least 5 years. 
Results 
Since an examination of the performance of individuals revealed no differences 
attributable to musical training, data from all subjects were pooled. Ratios were 
calculated from the relevant mean long and short intervals reproduced in each 
sequence. In Figure 1, these ratios are presented averaged over subjects for the 
patterns in the conditions of the two sets separately. Large deviations were found 
in the noninteger condition: reproduced ratios, which showed a strong tendency 
toward integer ratios in both Set 1 and Set 2, differed significantly from the 
presented interval ratios [t(19) = 13.7, p<.01, for Set 1, and t(19) = 9.9, p<.01, for Set 
2]. The means (and standard deviations) of the reproduced ratios for the integer 
and noninteger conditions were 2.10 (.12) and 2.14 (.12), respectively, for Set 1 and 
2.94 (.18) and 3.07 (.20), respectively, for Set 2. 
Although the ratios for the long and short intervals in the noninteger ratio 
condition changed in reproduction, the sum of these intervals, making up the 
clock unit, remained constant (t test, p>.05). In this condition (noninteger), means 
(and standard deviations) for the long and short intervals were 460 (18.4) and 216 
(8.6) for Set 1 and 667 (37.9) and 217 (10.1) for Set 2, respectively. In the integer 
ratio condition, means (and standard deviations) were 417 (18.7) and 199 (6.1) for 
Set 1 and 594 (33.7) and 202 (7.0) for Set 2. Deviations of the short interval in the 
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noninteger condition were significant as compared with the integer condition 
[F(l,19) = 196.0, p<.0001]. 
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Figure 1. Mean reproduced interval ratios for the noninteger and 
integer conditions in the two sets. The dotted lines connect data points 
of each condition. 
Discussion 
Data clearly show that integer ratios are better reproduced than noninteger ratios. 
Moreover, in reproduction, noninteger ratios tend to be reproduced as integers, 
whereas the clock unit remains unchanged. It can be concluded that adequate 
representation will be arrived at only if subdivisions of a present clock form 
integer ratios. This suggests a representation in which the clock interval is parti­
tioned into equal parts such that the smallest part equals the shortest interval. 
Intervals longer than the smallest part can be specified by combining parts. 
Subdivision of the clock unit may be characterized by the way the intervals relate 
to the clock unit. In the sample pattern 600 200 800 400 200 200 800 with clock unit 
equal to 800 ms, the first unit (600 200) and third unit (400 200 200) both contain a 
4-division. Experiment 2 examines the question whether a division of one clock 
unit is related to the division of another clock unit in the same pattern. 
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Experiment 2 
In Experiment 1, the ratios of the intervals within a clock unit were studied. To 
determine the hierarchical nature of the temporal organization, Experiment 2 
was concerned with the relationship between the lower and higher levels (the 
clock unit). For example, in the pattern of 200 200 200 600 400 200 600 ms with a 
theoretical dock unit equal to 600 ms, the subdivisions of the first clock unit (200 
200 200) and the third unit (400 200) both relate to the clock unit as a 3-division; 
the intervals are, respectively, 1/3 1/3 and 2/3 1/3 of the clock unit. However, in 
the pattern 300 300 600 400 200 600 ms with a clock unit equal to 600 ms, relations 
between subdivision and clock level differ; the intervals within the first and 
third unit are, respectively, 1/2 1/2 (a 2-division) and 2/3 1/3 (a 3-division) of the 
clock unit. The question addressed was whether different types of division (e.g., 2-
division and 3-division) were conceivable within the same pattern. 
This experiment compared the reproduction of patterns in two conditions: one in 
which subdivisions differed between clock units within a pattern, for example, 2-
division versus 5-division (different condition) and one in which subdivisions 
were similar (same condition). 
Method 
Stimuli. Five sets of two patters each were formed in which subdivisions of the 
dock units were either different (first pattern) or same (second pattern) (see Table 
2). The clock unit in each pattern was equal to the longest interval in the pattern. 
Sets 1 and 2 and Sets 3 and 4 differed only in tempo. Because the longest clock 
unit used was 1,000 ms and the shortest was 200 ms, Set 5 had no equivalent in a 
different tempo. Patterns in the different condition contained a 2-division in the 
first clock unit and a different division in the third clock unit, whereas in the 
same condition, the divisions were of the same type in the first and third clock 
units. The tones that marked the intervals in the stimuli consisted of 50 ms 830 
Hz square waves that included 5 ms rise and fall times. 
Procedure. The order of presentation of the five sets was randomized; order 
within sets was fixed - first different, then same division. To avoid interference 
from other sets, each set was preceded by a practice pattern in which the first clock 
unit was undivided and the third clock unit was subdivided similar to the subdi-
vision in the set. For example, the practice pattern in Set 1 was 800 800 533 267 800 
ms. The subject's task was to reproduce the cyclically presented patterns as 
precisely as possible. Stimulus presentation and response procedures were 
similar to those in Experiment 1. 
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Subjects. Twelve subjects, students in psychology, participated in the experiment. 
Six had played a musical instrument for at least 5 years. 
Table 2. Patterns in two conditions presented in Experiment 2 
and division type of first and third clock unit of each pattern. 
No. Set Pattern Division 
~ï Different /400 400/800/533 267/800/ 2 3 
Same /267267267/800/533267/800/ 3 3 
2 Different /500500/1000/667333/1000/ 2 3 
Same /333333 333/1000/667333/1000/ 3 3 
3 Different /400400/800/600200/800/ 2 4 
Same /200200200 200/800/600 200/800/ 4 4 
4 Different /500500/1000/750250/1000/ 2 4 
Same /250250250250/1000/750250/1000/ 4 4 
5 Different /500500/1000/800 200/1000/ 2 5 
Same /200 200200 200 200/1000/800200/1000/ 5 5 
Note: Intervals in ms. Slant lines mark clock units. 
Table 3. Ratios of the intervals within the third 
clock unit of the stimuli of Experiment 2 and 
their mean reproduction in two conditions. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Set 
Different 
Same 
Different 
Same 
Different 
Same 
Different 
Same 
Different 
Same 
Stimuli 
2:1 
2:1 
2:1 
2:1 
3:1 
3:1 
3:1 
3:1 
4:1 
4:1 
Reproduction 
Mean 
2.55 
2.09 
2.39 
2.08 
3.11 
3.07 
3.02 
2.97 
3.55 
3.51 
SD 
.27 
.20 
.15 
.12 
.20 
.20 
.15 
.15 
.35 
.30 
Results 
As in Experiment 1, the data of musically trained and untrained subjects were 
pooled because no systematic differences related to musical training were found. 
Since systematic effects were revealed only in the ratios of the reproduced inter-
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vals within the third clock unit, Table 3 presents these ratios averaged over 
subjects and their standard deviations. Note that ratios 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1 refer to 
division types 3, 4 and 5, respectively, and that in the different division condition 
a 2-division preceded these division types. Figure 2 shows, for all conditions on a 
scale of ratios, the relation between the ratio in the stimulus (vertical line) and 
the ratio in the reproduced sequence (arrow end point). 
The data indicated strong effects of different versus same conditions in some sets. 
Effects of condition (different vs. same) were significant in Set 1 and Set 2 [F(2,18) 
= 29.1, p<.0001, and F(2,18) = 29.1, p<.0001, respectively]. The trend of the effect in 
the conditions of Set 1 and Set 2 is toward a 3:1 ratio. No significant differences 
between conditions were found in Sets 3, 4 and 5. In Set 5, reproduction deviated 
strongly in both conditions, suggesting that the tendency toward the 3:1 ratio in 
the different condition might be due to factors other than difference in division. 
In agreement with the results in Experiment 1, the observed deviations of the 
interval ratios in the different conditions did not modify the clock unit. Tempo 
(Set 1 vs. Set 2 and Set 3 vs. Set 4 in both conditions) had no significant effect on 
reproduction. 
different division 
2 3 4 ratio 
same division 
_J V —. 
2 3 4 ratio 
interval ratios reproduced 
Figure 2. Mean reproduced interval ratios for the different and same 
conditions of Experiment 2, represented on a continuum of ratios as 
deviations from the presented interval ratio. The arrows refer to the 
stimuli. Vertical lines on the continuum mark the ratio in the stimu-
lus; the end points of the arrows indicate the actual reproduced ratio. 
Subjects had great problems with the patterns in Set 5. Verbal comments about 
the same condition indicated that the six tones in the beginning of the pattern 
were particularly difficult to organize. 
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Discussion 
The results may be summarized in terms of division: (1) A 3-division preceded by 
a 2-division in the same pattern is not reproduced accurately, whereas a 3-divi-
sion preceded by a 3-division is. (2) A 4-division preceded by a 2-division is 
reproduced accurately, as is a 4-division preceded by a 4-division. (3) 5-divisions 
are reproduced badly irrespective of the preceding division. However, deviant 
reproductions did not affect accuracy of the clock unit, from which it may be 
concluded that the clock unit is used as a reference in the representation of 
temporal patterns. 
Data suggest that 2- and 4-divisions are related divisions. This adds to the idea 
that in a hierarchical representation higher levels are partitioned equally into 
lower levels. When a 2- and a 4-division occur in one pattern, a hierarchy with 
two levels below the clock unit could adequately describe the pattern. When a 2-
and a 3-division occur in one pattern, the level below the clock unit related to the 
2-division cannot be equally divided to obtain a level that adequately describes 
the 3-division. 
There is a puzzling aspect to the data of Set 3. In both conditions, the reproduced 
ratios were greater than 3; in Experiment 1, however, 3:1 ratios were reproduced 
as smaller than 3. These differences remain to be explained. 
General discussion 
The main conclusion drawn from the experiments in this study is that temporal 
patterns, conceivable with a clock unit, are represented hierarchically, with 
higher order levels relating to lower levels as integers with prime factors 2 and 3. 
Accurate reproduction was found when the clock unit was subdivided into parts 
that formed ratios that were simple integers. If parts did not form integer ratios, 
reproduction was inaccurate, showing systematic errors toward integer ratios. An 
additional limitation of the subdivision of the clock unit was found in the fact 
that subdivisions in a temporal pattern have to be of one kind. The finding that 
2- and 4-divisions did not interfere with each other suggests that these divisions 
are related. A third limitation concerned the maximal subdivision of the clock 
unit. It was found that 5-divisions were not reproduced accurately, which 
suggests that the relationship between levels is limited to divisions of 2, 3 and 4. 
The first two limitations apply to the domain of patterns that can be represented 
adequately; the third finding, inaccurate 5-divisions, indicates that the set of clock 
units from which the most likely selected clock unit is calculated can be limited 
to the clock intervals with a subdivision of less than 5. 
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The present study supports a model of the internal representation of temporal 
patterns in which the perceived clock refers to a higher order time unit. This 
time unit is subdivided into two or three equal parts, which in turn are again 
subdivided into two or three parts, thus describing the intervals in the pattern. 
A final remark concerns the conclusion that the conceptual structures necessary 
to describe the presented complex structures were not readily available or elicited. 
The research reported here restricts itself to conceptual structures used by subjects 
from a western culture. In other cultures, different conceptual structures might 
be used. Data across cultures could provide insights into the universal nature of 
our results. 
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Chapter 5 
Structuring temporal sequences: 
Comparison of models and factors of complexity1^ 
Peter J. Essens 
Abstract 
Two stages for structuring tone sequences have been distinguished by 
Povel and Essens (1985). In the first, a mental clock segments a 
sequence into equal time units (Clock Model); in the second, intervals 
are specified in terms of subdivisions of these units. The current 
findings support the Clock Model in that it predicts human 
performance better than three other algorithmic models. Two further 
experiments varying clock and subdivision characteristics, did not 
support the hypothesized effect of nature of subdivision on complexity. 
A model focusing on the variations in the beat-anchored envelopes of 
the tone clusters was proposed. Errors in reproduction suggest a dual-
code representation comprising temporal and figurai characteristics. 
The temporal part of the representation is based on the Clock Model 
but specifies, in addition, the metric of the level below the clock. The 
beat-tone cluster envelope concept was proposed to specify the figurai 
part. 
Introduction 
The ability of humans to capture temporal relationships among events plays a 
crucial role in the processing of information. Characteristics of this process have 
been studied in the perception of temporal sequences, sequences of tones in 
which tone onset intervals are varied. Two structures have been proposed for the 
representation of temporal sequences: time categories (Fraisse, 1946, 1956) and 
higher order time intervals (Jones, 1976; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982, 1984; Lee, 
1985; Martin, 1972; Povel, 1981; Povel & Essens, 1985). Support for these structures 
ÏThis chapter will appear as Essens, P.J. (199.). Structuring temporal patterns: Comparison of 
models and (actors of complexity. Perception & Psychophysics. 
2The author gratefully acknowledges: Carol A. McCann for extensive comments and discussion; 
Jeroen G.W. Raaijmakers, John A. Michon, Stephen Handel, Caroline Monahan, Lester Krueger, and 
Dirk-Jan Povel for reviewing a draft of this manuscript; Tom Vijlbrief and Evert Agterhuis for 
software and hardware support. Requests for reprints should be sent to: Peter Essens, TNO Human 
Factors Research Institute, P.O. Box 23, 3769 ZG Soesterberg, The Netherlands. 
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is found in experimental evidence that certain temporal relationships can be 
reproduced more accurately than others. They provide a structural basis for 
schemes that guide attentional processes to critical information in the world 
(Jones & Yee, 1993). For instance, pitch recognition was better for tones that mark 
the higher order time intervals (Monahan, Kendall, & Carterette, 1987). 
Fraisse (1946, 1956) found that time intervals having a 2:1 relationship were more 
accurately reproduced than others. Fraisse concluded that a representational 
structure exists having two categories, long and short, related as 2:1, onto which 
time intervals are mapped. Povel (1981) found empirical evidence for higher 
order time structures. He found that sequences with interval relations of 3:1 and 
4:1 were represented adequately if these intervals were embedded in a higher 
order structure that fitted the sequence. This higher order structure can be repre-
sented as a time scale consisting of recurrent time units that encompass the 
(shorter) intervals in the sequence. Povel called this hierarchical structure a 'beat-
based' structure, with the beats marking the onset points of the consecutive time 
units of the time scale. Essens and Povel (1985) compared the accuracy of repro-
duction of sequences that were embedded in a hierarchical structure with the 
same sequence presented alone. The former were better reproduced than the 
latter with the exception of cases in which there was a 2:1 relationship in the 
intervals in the sequence. In those cases reproductions were equal in quality. This 
suggests that a 2:1 representation is a basic scheme that is adopted if no higher 
order structure can be found. Indeed, the sequences Fraisse used did not allow for 
hierarchical structuring. 
Povel and Essens (1985) proposed two models that address different aspects of the 
coding of a temporal sequence. According to Povel and Essens, the coding of a 
sequence consists of first, the selection of a higher order time scale as a metric to 
segment the sequence into equal time units and subsequently, the specification of 
the intervals in the sequence in terms of subdivisions of the higher order time 
units. The first stage is addressed by the 'Clock Model' which is a further, algo-
rithmic, development of the beat-based concept. The Clock Model predicts which 
of many possible time scales ('clocks') is the best for structuring a particular 
sequence and specifies how good the scale is. Sequences differ in how good their 
best time scale is. The better a sequence can be metrically structured, the better it is 
represented and reproduced. For the second stage in the coding of temporal 
sequences, Povel and Essens formulated the 'Subdivision Model'1. The model 
distinguishes different kinds of subdivisions (equal and unequal) and asserts that 
unequal subdivisions are more complex to code than equal ones. Both the metri-
îPovel and Essens (1985) used the term 'coding model' which might be confusing in the sense that it 
suggests that only the second stage is dealing with coding of the sequence. In this paper, coding 
refers to the structural breakdown of a sequence that results in a representation of the sequence. 
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cal structure and type of subdivision are assumed to contribute to the complexity 
of a sequence. 
The two-stage approach that bases the organization of a temporal sequence on a 
higher level time unit differs from proposals in which the smallest interval in 
the sequence is used to build a hierarchy (Longuet-Higgins and Lee, 1984; Martin, 
1972). However, Essens and Povel (1985) found no support for the hypothesis that 
the smallest interval is used as a basis for structuring the sequence. Longuet-
Higgins and Lee (1982) and Lee (1985) developed process models that address how 
people build a hierarchical structure while processing a sequence. They proposed 
that the first long interval in the sequence is used as a tentative higher order 
interval on which a metrical structure can be based. The stress on using informa-
tion from the beginning of the sequence results in metrical predictions that differ 
from those of the Clock Model. The algorithmic nature of these models (Essens 
and Povel, 1985; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984; Lee, 
1985) allowed for a precise assessment and comparison of the models, which is 
described in the first part of this paper (Experiment 1). The second part focuses on 
the relationship between the clock selection and subdivision and the extent to 
which these factors account for the complexity of the sequence. The degree to 
which these two factors contribute to the complexity of a sequence is assessed in 
Experiments 2 and 3. 
Part 1: Comparison of models 
The Clock Model of Povel and Essens (1985) 
The model assumes that listeners use a mental clock as a time scale to structure a 
sequence that is presented to them. For example, consider the following sequence 
with tone onset intervals 200, 400, 400, 200, 200, 400, 600 ms (in units of 1: 
1221123), which is represented on a time axis in Table 1. Vertical lines indicate 
tone onsets. The duration of the tone is not relevant here, and is set to 50 ms in 
the following experiments. The distance between two lines represents visually 
the size of an interval between two tone onsets. The dots help one to see the 
relative time. At least in theory, many different matching time scales (clocks) can 
be conceived, varying in unit size and in their synchronization with the 
sequence. Each clock groups the intervals in the sequence differently, resulting in 
different representations of the sequence. However, the only viable clocks are 
those that are divisors of the sequence. The sample sequence having a length of 
12, thus, has no clock of unit 5. The list of clocks given in Table 1 might suggest 
that listeners develop an unlimited number of higher-order representations for 
this sequence. However, if one plays out sequences like this one in a cyclical way, 
considerable agreement can be found across listeners on the preferred structure 
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(sometimes called the 'natural' interpretation). The Clock Model addresses the 
factors that determine the selection of the clock and predicts which clock is 
preferred. 
Two factors are critical in selecting the preferred ('best') clock to structure the 
sequence: the perception of accented tones in the sequence; and the quality of 
match between a potential clock and the sequence of accents perceived in the 
sequence. Accented tones are those that are perceived by human listeners as more 
salient than others. This is certainly the case for tones that deviate in loudness, 
length, or pitch. In addition, it has been found that even in sequences of identical 
tones, differences in salience are perceived between the tones depending on the 
relative size of the time intervals between them. This led to the following accent 
rule: Tones that are preceded or followed by relatively long tone onset time 
intervals are perceived as more salient than others, except for the first of a cluster 
of two tones. In two-tone clusters the second tone is perceived as more accented 
than the first one (Povel & Okkerman, 1981). In the sample sequence in Table 1 
only the first two tones of the (cyclically presented) sequence form a two-tone 
cluster, because the two are separated from the other tones by a longer interval. 
The third tone is single; the fourth, fifth, and sixth tone form a three-tone cluster; 
the seventh is single. According to the accent rule, the second, the third, fourth, 
sixth, and seventh tone will be perceived as accented (indicated by >). 
Table 1. Potential time scales (clocks a-i) for 
sequence 1221123 with calculated counter-
evidence. 
Sequence Counterevidence 
Clock > > > > > Clock Oev -ev ç t 
a i . i . i . i . i . i . 2 
b . i . i . i . i . i . i 2 
с i . . i . . i . . i . . 3 
d . i . . i . . i . . i . 3 
e . . i . . i . . i . . i 3 
f i . . . i . . . i . . . 4 
g . i . . . i . . . i . . 4 
h . . i . . . i . . . i . 4 
etc. 
Note-' I ' = tone onset that marks interval; smallest 
interval is 200 ms, dots indicate relative time; '>' marks 
a tone perceived as accented; '!' = first tone next cycle; 
' І ' = beat. 
' C-score = Oev + (4 * -ev) 
2 4 18 
1 4 
2 2 
2 8 
3 12 
1 2 9 
0 
1 2 9 
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The Clock Model proposes that the clock selected to structure the sequence will be 
the one best matching the sequence of accents. A perfectly matching clock is a 
clock with all clock ticks (beats) coinciding with accented tones. Mismatch of beats 
and accents is expressed as counterevidence against a clock. Two cases of 
counterevidence are distinguished: one where a beat coincides with a not-
accented tone (termed Oev for zero evidence); and one where a beat does not 
coincide with a tone at all (termed -ev for negative evidence). The total amount 
of counterevidence (C) against a given clock is expressed as a C-score, and is 
calculated as the sum of the number of instances of Oev and -ev, the latter 
multiplied by a weighting factor (W). The weighting factor adjusts for the rela-
tionship between Oev and -ev since the latter is considered to give stronger 
counterevidence than the former (W is set to 4 in this paper)1. The algorithm 
computes the counterevidence for all clocks of the sequence and selects the clock 
with the lowest C-score as the 'best clock'. The clock with the lowest C-score will 
have the highest probability of being selected for structuring the sequence. 
In Table 1, a number of theoretically possible clocks are shown for the sequence 
1221123. Clock a with size two has two clock beats (beats 1, 4) that coincide with 
unaccented tones (tones 1, 5) and four that have no matching tones, which 
results in two Oev's and four -ev's, respectively. The C-score [Oev + (4 * -ev)] 
equals 2 + (4*4) = 18. 
An issue for the model is deciding upon the upper boundary of the clock unit 
that should be considered. The largest clock unit size for a sequence is the one 
equal to the length of the sequence itself. Such a clock may have little counterev-
idence, but it does not seem to be efficient in grouping the intervals of the 
sequence. The same can be said for clocks that have a unit length half that of the 
sequence (here length 6). Although there is as yet no firm theoretical basis for 
setting the limit, Povel and Essens (1985) assumed that only clocks that were less 
than half the length of the sequence were efficient in organizing the sequence. 
The C-scores can be used to organize sequences into categories based on the 
amount of counterevidence associated with the best clock for each sequence. For 
some sequences the algorithm might find clocks with equal C-scores. These clocks 
have an equal chance of being selected as the clock for structuring the sequence. 
Sequences that cannot be subdivided into equal time units, e.g. a sequence of 
length 13, have no valid clocks and have to be structured in other ways. These 
sequences were termed 'nonmetrical'. Sequences for which valid clocks can be 
^The results of Povel and Essens (1985) indicate that sequences with one -ev result in the same 
reproduction performance as sequences with two and three Oev's. The exact relationship not being 
known, W is best set to an (arbitrary) value larger than the maximum number of Oev's in the 
sequences used. For the set of sequences used here of unit length 12 and 16, W is set to 4 (as used by 
Povel & Essens, 1985). 
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defined are called 'metrical'. The clock unit is referred to as the metrical unit. 
Notice that the Clock Model does not specify the metric of the intervals smaller 
than the clock unit. The temporal structure of these is specified by the 
Subdivision Model. 
If we assume that a listener will try to find a mental clock to structure a sequence 
and will adopt the one with the least counterevidence (the 'best clock'), two 
predictions can be tested: (a) a sequence will be reproduced more accurately if it 
can be perceived against a mental clock; (b) a sequence having a best clock with a 
C-score that is lower than that of another sequence will be reproduced more accu-
rately. The first prediction was tested by Essens and Povel (1985). They found that 
inaccuracy of reproduction was greater in nonmetrical sequences, than when the 
same sequences were embedded in larger metrical sequences. Povel and Essens 
(1985) tested the second prediction. They compared the accuracy of reproduction 
of sequences which differed in the C-score of their best clock. The results 
supported the prediction that the C-score is indicative of how well a sequence is 
structured. These experiments suggest that the mental clock concept is a valid 
and powerful concept. 
The models of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982, 1984). 
Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982) described a model that predicts which higher-
order temporal structure will be established by the listener. The model assumes 
that in the process of listening the listener develops hypotheses about the struc-
ture of the sequence. The model is a process model, in the sense that it operates 
from left to right through a sequence. A major assumption is that tones1 that start 
relatively long intervals initiate major metrical units. Another assumption is 
that metrical units are combined going up the metrical hierarchy. Lee (1985) 
refined the model of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982) concerning the building of 
the hierarchy of metrical levels. We will discuss the effect of initial long intervals 
in more detail when addressing Lee (1985). 
Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1984) presented another model of the metrical inter-
pretation of sequences that assumes that listeners tend to avoid an interpretation 
that results in syncopations. Only 'natural interpretations', that is, those in which 
the beats coincide with tones, will be selected. In contrast to the earlier process 
model, this model considers all intervals in a sequence in defining the metrical 
units. The algorithm looks first for the shortest interval; this defines the smallest 
1
 Longuet-Higgins and Lee use the term "note" to mean the onset of an interval; a long note is thus a 
tone followed by a long interval (Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984, p.431; Lee, 1985, p.57). Although 
they refer to 'musical sequences', the sequences they discuss consist of notes that do not differ with 
respect to pitch, harmony, loudness, or other note characteristics (Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984, 
p.424; Lee, 1985, p.53). Thus, these sequences are pure temporal sequences, as used here. 
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metrical unit. The second step is to consider the distances (higher order intervals) 
between the tones that are the onsets of intervals longer than the established 
metrical unit. If these higher order intervals are multiples of an already estab-
lished metrical unit, then the value of the new, higher order, metrical unit is set 
to the lowest common divisor of the higher order intervals or, if there is only 
one kind of higher order interval, to the size of the higher order interval itself. 
Consider the sequence with relative interval sizes 4 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 3 (from their 
paper). The spacing of the onsets of the longer intervals (longer than 1) is 663333 
(4 1 1; 4 1 1; 2 1; 2 1; 3; 3). The common divisor is 3, so the size of the metrical unit 
is 3. There are two intervals longer than 3 with their tone onsets spaced by 6. This 
is sufficient to establish a metrical unit of size 6. The metrical analysis of the 
sequence results in a two-level hierarchy of metrical intervals of size 3 and 6, 
respectively. 
Table 2. Number of valid interpretations relative to the 
total number of sequences with length 12 (Setl2) and 16 
(Setl6). 
Models 
Po vel & Essens, 1985 (P&E) 
Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984 
Lee, 1985 
same predictions as P&E 
different from P&E 
Setl2 
(n= =329) 
100% 
39% 
90% 
29% 
61% 
Sctl6 
(n= =3189) 
100%, 
15% 
98% 
12% 
86% 
The model is limited because it can only find metrical units (greater than one) for 
sequences that have a regular spacing of the long intervals. What is the 
predictive capability of the Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1984) model? An imple-
mentation of the model as a computer algorithm was used to assess its capabili-
ties quantitatively. The approach used in our research involved the generation of 
large sets of sequences consisting of non-cyclical permutations of intervals with 
unit length 4, 3, 2, or 1 with total lengths of 12 and 16. These sets, specified as 
Setl2 and Setl6 containing 329 and 3189 different sequences, respectively, 
provided the sequences for testing the algorithmic models. The sets were 
analyzed by applying the algorithm and, subsequently, the number of metrical 
interpretations that the algorithm produced was counted. The number of inter-
pretations was 128 (39%) for Setl2 and 462 (15%) for Setl6 (Table 2), a relatively 
small subset of the total number of sequences, compared to the coverage of the 
other models. 
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Table 3. Metrical analysis of tone sequence according to model of 
Lee, 1985. 
Analysis steps Sample sequence 
I . .11 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . . . ! + 
1 Set size metrical unit (ti-t2> equal to length of first i . . г 
interval +-1- 2 
2 Extrapolate ti-t2 unit, such that ti-t2 equals (2-13 i . . i . . i 
t i - t 2 - t 3 
3 IF there exists an interval χ starting within t2-t3 
greater than the interval starting at t2 
THEN update ti-t2 by moving t2 up to interval x, i . . . i . . . i 
Gotostep2 t i - - t 2 - - t 3 
ELSE a metrical level is established 
4 IF there exists an interval у greater than size of 
the metrical unit established AND the tone that 
starts у is marked by a beat of a previously estab­
lished metrical level 
THEN set that tone to mark start (ti) of the higher i . . . i . . . i 
metrical unit t i 
ELSE stop 
5 IF there is a next tone marked by a beat of the 
previously established level 
THEN set that tone to t2 (new t]-t2 unit estab- І . . . І . . . І . . . І 
lished) i І 
t l 12 
ELSE stop 
6 Continue with step 2 with condition that tones 1 · · · } · · · ' 1 · · · } · · · 1 — } 
should be matched by the previously established г г г 
beats 1 *2 +-3 
Note-'г' represents beats of a metrical level, ' t i ' mark metrical units 
+Lee (1985) represents sequences as note sequences, here a time axis notation is used 
The model of Lee (1985) 
Lee (1985) questioned the strict requirement of the Longuet-Higgins and Lee 
(1984) model that the interpretation avoid syncopations. He argued that during 
the process of listening, the information in the beginning of the sequence could 
lead to an interpretation that forced a syncopation later in the sequence. Lee 
formulated an algorithmic model that incorporates the process model of 
Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982). The algorithm, described in Table 3, uses the first 
interval in the sequence to tentatively define the size of the metrical unit (a first 
interval of size = 1 is skipped, because it does not result in a meaningful metrical 
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unit); subsequently it tests whether there is counterevidence against this 
hypothesis. Once a metrical level is established, it continues to search for a higher 
metrical level if possible. 
The metrical structure predicted by Lee depends on the first interval encountered. 
If the sequence were presented starting on, e.g. a different position, a different 
structure might be found. Lee's model will not always result in a prediction for a 
metrical structure of a sequence. The strict requirement to accommodate longer 
intervals may result in continued adjustment until the end of the sequence is 
reached, with no conclusion. The model assumes that higher-order metrical 
levels are built upon the lower levels, which differs from the top-down approach 
taken by Povel and Essens (1985). 
Tableé. Differences between the models of Povel and Essens (1985) and 
Lee (1985). 
Povel and Essens, 1985 Lee, 1985 
Information in the whole sequence is used to 
determine interpretation. 
Information early m the sequence de-
termines interpretation. 
Prominent tones are preferred onsets of clock 
units; prominent tones (accents) are tones 
followed by a long interval or those 
preceded by a long interval (except for two-
tone groups). 
Tones followed by a long interval are 
potential onsets of a metrical unit. 
Counterevidence from the whole sequence 
gives indication of adequacy of a metrical 
hypothesis. 
Positive evidence from the first long 
interval determines the initial metri-
cal hypothesis 
A metrical hypothesis that best matches 
the accents is most likely to be selected to 
interpret the sequence. 
A metrical hypothesis is established 
once there is no counterevidence in the 
second of the consecutive metrical 
units 
Only one strict condition, unit size is a 
divisor of the sequence length. 
There are several strict conditions; 
therefore, a metrical hypothesis 
cannot always be found. 
What is the predictive capability of the process model of Lee (1985)? We assessed 
this in the same way as for the model of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1984). The 
number of valid interpretations produced by Lee's algorithm was 296 (90%) and 
3135 (98%) for Setl2 and Setl6, respectively (see Table 2) It can be concluded that 
Lee's model is capable of finding metrical interpretations for a large range of 
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sequences. The predicted metrical interpretations are, however, very different 
from those of Povel and Essens (1985). In a comparison of the two models, the 
number of equal predictions were counted. A prediction was scored being the 
same if the best clock from Povel and Essens was equal to (one of) the metrical 
unit(s) predicted by Lee. Of Setl2, 95 of the 296 solutions found by Lee's model 
were the same as for Povel and Essens' model. Comparisons in Seti6 resulted in 
only 395 out of 3135 (13%) predictions being the same. The large discrepancy can 
be understood if we look at the units of the metrical structures predicted by Lee. 
Almost half of the 2740 predictions in Setl6 that differed from Povel and Essens 
(1985) are inappropriate in terms of the Povel and Essens model because the 
predicted unit size is 3, 5, 6, or 7, none of which divides the sequence evenly. To 
summarize the comparison between Povel and Essens (1985) and Lee (1985) the 
distinctive features of the two models are presented in Table 4. 
Experiment 1 
The goal of the Experiment 1 was to determine which of the two models better 
predicts the metrical structure used by listeners for structuring a temporal 
sequence. The fact that there are tone sequences in which the models predict 
different metrical structures (other than the non-divisor ones) makes it possible 
to test the adequacy of the two models. There is, however, no direct way to assess 
this. One method is to ask subjects to tap along with the sequence, the assump-
tion being that the tapping reflects the metrical unit selected. A problem with this 
method is that subjects sometimes seem to lose the link between their tapping 
and the sequence, in particular for complex sequences. An alternative approach, 
also used by Povel and Essens (1985), is to add a low-pitch sequence of equal 
intervals (isochronic) to the test sequence, which induces a metrical structure. 
The induction effect can be so strong that the same test sequence combined with 
two different isochronic sequences is heard as two different test sequences. This 
method was used here to compare the quality of the different metrical structures 
predicted by the two models. Sequences were selected from Setl2 for which the 
two models predict a different metrical structure. Most of these were sequences 
for which Povel and Essens predicts a 4-clock as best clock whereas Lee predicts a 
3-clock. According to the Clock Model the 3-clock is less adequate for the 
sequence, because it has a higher C-score than the 4-clock. Only few sequences 
were found for which Lee predicted a 4-clock and Povel and Essens a 3-clock. 
Method 
Subjects. Twelve subjects, members of the TNO Institute for Human Factors, 
participated in the experiment. Five were musically trained, having played an 
instrument for at least five years. 
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Table 5. The ten sequences used in Experiment 1 combined 
with the predicted mental clock. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Condition P&E 
No. Test sequence Stimulus 
11212113 
11212122 
1121214 
1212114 
2121222 
1121313 
1213113 
121314 
111112122 
11121222 
I I I . I I . I I I . . 
. 1 . . . 1 . . . Í . 
I I I . I I . 1 1 . 1 
I I I . U . M . . 
І . . . І . . Л . . 
II.1 I.I 1 1.. 
i . . . i . . . 1 . . 
1 . I I . I I . I . I 
I I I . I I . . 1 1 . 
I l . l I . . I I I . 
I I . I I . . 1 1 . . 
І . . . 1 . . . 1 . . 
М М М . I l . l 
M M . I I . I . I 
. . i . . . i . . Л 
Condition Lee 
Stimulus 
1 I l . l I . I 11 
I I I . I I . I I . 
II I.I 1.II. 
I l . l I.I 1 1. 
1 . I I . I l . l . 
i . . i . . i . . i 
I I I . I I . . 1 1 
I I . I I . . I l l 
Л . Л . Л . л 
I I . I I . . 1 1 . 
Л . Л . Л . .ι 
1 III 1 I.I I. 
. л. л. л. 
I M I . I I . 1 . 
. ι 
i* 
i 
i 
. ! 
i 
. ! 
i 
c+ 
Note-Smallest tone onset interval is 200 ms. 
•For all 10 sequences: The predicted menta 
Essens) and Lee condition. 'C-score. 
clock in the P&E (Povel & 
Stimuli. From Setl2 ten sequences were used for which the Clock Model 
predicted a different metrical structure than the Lee model. The sequences were 
selected on the basis of having low C-scores. The sequences were combined with a 
isochronic sequence to induce the predicted metric. This resulted in two sets of 
stimuli. In the 'P&E' condition the metric predicted by the Clock Model of Povel 
and Essens (1985); in the 'Lee' condition the metric predicted by the model of Lee 
(1985). The test sequences are presented in Table 5 together with the way the 
predicted clock coincides with the tone sequence. In Table 5, Test Sequence 1 had 
tone onset intervals of 200, 200, 400, 200, 400, 200, 200, and 600 (in units of 1: 
11212113). The C-score indicates the quality of the predicted clock according to the 
Clock Model. The stimuli were presented to the subjects as sequences consisting 
of tones of 50 ms 830 Hz square waves, with 3 ms rise and fall times in combina-
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tion with a low-pitch (125 Hz, square waves) isochronic tone sequence that 
corresponds to the clock predicted by the model being tested. The beats of the 
isochronic sequence always coincided with tones in the sequence. Thus, there was 
never a low-pitch tone in an empty interval. The stimuli were presented cycli-
cally starting with the first beat/tone combination. 
Procedure. The experiment was performed in two parts, first one model condi-
tion and, after a short pause, the other condition. Order of conditions was 
balanced. Order of presentation of the stimuli within each condition was 
randomized. The task of the subject was to reproduce the presented test sequence 
as precisely as possible. The subjects listened to each stimulus and practiced 
tapping in synchrony with it as long as they wished. The subject stopped stimulus 
presentation by pushing a button, and then reproduced four cycles of the 
sequence on a response plate. Each tap produced the same tone as used in the 
sequence. If the subject made a serious tapping error, resulting in a standard 
deviation that exceeded 15% of the mean of the tapped intervals, the subject was 
asked to produce that sequence again, repeating the procedure of listening and 
practicing the stimulus involved. Before the experiment started, procedures were 
practiced with three training stimuli. Stimulus generation and response registra-
tion were controlled by an Apple Macintosh computer. Tones were produced by 
sound generators. The low-pitch tones were controlled by a synchronized timer 
circuit that was triggered by a pulse from the computer. 
Results 
Accuracy of reproduction was expressed by the mean of the deviations between 
the intervals in the presented sequence and the reproduced sequence. The devia-
tion score was calculated in the following way. First, for each sequence the 
lengths of each of the corresponding intervals in the four cycles of the reproduc-
tions were averaged. For each interval of the sequence, the absolute difference 
between the actual length and the average reproduced length was calculated as a 
percentage of the actual length. Finally, these percentages were averaged over 
intervals. Examination of performance of the individuals did not yield 
differences related to musical training. The mean deviations (%) from 
Experiment 1 are presented in Figure 1, averaged over subjects for the ten 
sequences in the two model conditions. Performance in the P&E-condition is 
better overall than in the Lee-condition [F(l,ll) =7.6, p<05]. Sequences differed 
from each other significantly, [F(9,99)=4.1, p<.01]. This effect was particularly 
marked in the P&E-condition. There was, however, no interaction between 
conditions and sequences [F(9,99)=1.8, p>.05]. 
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Figure I. Accuracy of reproduction as a function of metrical structure 
predicted by the two models, Lee (Lee, 1985) and P&E (Povel & Essens, 
1985). Lines connect the mean deviations that are in the same condi­
tion. 
Discussion 
The analysis of the predictive capabilities of the three models examined indicates 
that the model of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1984) fails to give a metrical interpre­
tation for many temporal sequences. The model of Lee (1985), which is a refine­
ment of the model of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982), fares better in this regard 
and can generate predictions for almost all sequences of the sets used in the 
analysis. The experimental comparison of predictions by Lee (1985) and Povel and 
Essens (1985) showed that temporal sequences structured according to the Clock 
Model of Povel and Essens are reproduced more accurately than those structured 
according to Lee's model. From this it is concluded that the Clock Model is 
superior to the model of Lee in predicting the representation for temporal 
sequences. 
Recently, Lee (1991) proposed extensions to his 1985 model. In the 1985 model, 
the metrical interpretation is built up by combining smaller units into larger 
units. In the 1991 model, higher order metrical units can be subdivided again into 
smaller units, thus arriving at a complete metrical description of all intervals in 
the sequence. This is particularly efficient for the metrical representation of tone 
sequences that start with relatively large first tone intervals. A further extension 
is the calculation and accumulation of counterevidence in a score similar to the 
Π I I 1 I I I I I I 
о model Lee 
• model P&E 
,o о — о · 
40/ 
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counterevidence score used by Povel and Essens (1985). The revised model does 
not result in different predictions for the sequences used in our experiments. 
The conclusion that the model of Povel and Essens (1985) more accurately 
predicts the representation for temporal sequences does not discount the idea that 
early information could influence the process. The experiment was not designed 
to explore this possibility; it compared the quality of different interpretations 
imposed on the sequence. Information gathered during the early processing of 
the sequence can trigger certain hypothetical structures that are subsequently 
tested by the listener for their adequacy. Moreover, information on structures 
from former sequences can be carried over. It was observed in some instances 
that subjects start off with some clock and try to apply it to the sequence 
presented. Sometimes the adopted clock is fixed so strongly that it is difficult for 
the subject to switch to a different clock. This is particularly true in respect of 
clock size. In a pilot experiment in which subjects tapped a beat along with the 
sequence, a test of switching beat tapping from a 3 to a 4-clock and vice versa 
revealed that it took on average four cyclical presentations of the sequence before 
subjects changed and correctly synchronized the beat tapping again. From these 
observations we conclude that humans do not easily change the time unit used 
for structuring sequences. Уе do not expect that one interval early in the 
sequence has a large effect on the likelihood of establishing a new clock. 
Part 2: Factors of complexity 
In the two-stage approach to the coding of temporal sequences it is implicitly 
assumed that clock and subdivision characteristics contribute independently to 
the coding complexity of the sequence. The clock factor refers to the quality of the 
match of the clock with the sequence, expressed in the C-score. Sequences having 
low C-scores are less complex to represent and will be reproduced better than 
sequences with higher C-scores. Complexity of subdivision derives from the way 
the higher order interval is subdivided. Subdivisions of a clock unit are of three 
kinds: subdivision into equal parts; unequal subdivision; or empty, meaning that 
there are no intervals in that clock unit. The examples given in Table 6 illustrate 
the different subdivision types. The question we address here is whether unequal 
subdivisions create extra complexity in the representation of temporal sequences. 
Povel and Essens (1985) have argued that unequal subdivisions are more 
complex because they have to be described by their proportional interval relations 
resulting in a less efficient code than that for equal subdivisions, which can be 
described as a repetition of equal intervals. The fewer symbols that are needed to 
describe the contents of the subdivisions in the sequence, the less complex that 
sequence is, and the better it can be mentally represented. The examples in Table 
6 differ in subdivision complexity: The first example has only one unequal 
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subdivision (subdivision 211), whereas the second has three unequal 
subdivisions. The conclusion could be that the first sequence ought to be better 
represented and easier to reproduce than the second. However, there is another 
factor. As discussed in the first part of this paper, the quality of the match between 
the best clock and the accents in a sequence (expressed in the C-score) is also a 
complexity factor. To test the subdivision hypothesis, both factors, subdivision 
and clock, have to be separated and varied independently. 
Table 6. Types of subdivision and C-scores of two 
sample sequences as a function of segmentation 
by their best clock. 
Example Subdivision c* 
1 III I 1.11 I . . . ! 
І . . . І . . . І . . . · (1111) (211) (Empty) 0 
2 I..1111. I I . . ! 
І . . . І . . . І . . . · (31) (112) (13) 2 
Note-'Empty' = no subdivision; (1111) = equally subdivided 
in four; 211,31, etc. = unequally subdivided. 
*Predicted 4-clock. ^C-score. 
Using a two-alternative forced choice paradigm, Povel and Essens (1985) asked 
subjects to compare stimulus pairs on their complexity (a pair consisted of a test 
sequence combined with an isochronic sequence inducing either a four-clock or a 
three clock). The results of the experiment with twelve stimuli supported the 
complexity predictions of the subdivision model. Recent re-analysis of the experi­
ment of Povel and Essens (1985) revealed a problem of confounding variables. 
Not only was the number of symbols different between stimuli (as intended), but 
the match of the clock also differed and, consequently, the degree of counterevi-
dence, as defined by the Clock Model. The data from the complexity judgment 
experiment of Povel and Essens (1985) are summarized in three categories in 
Table 7: Subjects favoring a 3-clock stimulus ('3') as the simpler; favoring a 4-
clock stimulus ('4'); and mixed result ('3/4'). The predicted preferences based on 
the Subdivision Model and the Clock Model (see Table 7) indicate that either 
model can predict the data equally well. From this analysis it is concluded that 
the test was not conclusive in its support for the subdivision model. 
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Table 7. Observed and predicted preferred metrical 
structures based on a 4-clock or a 3-clock. (Data 
adapted from Povel & Essens, 1985). 
No. Sequence Subjects Subdivision Clock Model 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
31221111 
1111221111 
111122112 
2112213 
312213 
211112112 
11111111121 
3121113 
111111113 
3111113 
11111213 
3111213 
favor 
4 
4 
4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3 
3/4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Model favors 
4 
4 
4 
4 * 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4* 
3 * 
3 
3 
3 
3 
favors 
4 
4 
4 
3/4 
3/4 
4 * 
3/4' 
3/4 
3/4* 
3 
3 
3 
Note-'3/4' means no clear preference for either the 3- or the 
4-clock based metrical structure. * Predictions that deviate 
from subjects' judgment 
We will assess the contribution of each factor, clock match and subdivision, to 
the perceived complexity in temporal sequences using three paradigms: 
Immediate and Delayed Reproduction (Experiment 2), and Complexity Judgment 
(Experiment 3). In Immediate Reproduction, the subject had to reproduce the 
sequence immediately after listening. Then, following a time interval during 
which an interference task was executed to inhibit mental rehearsal, a second 
reproduction was carried out by the subject. This was termed Delayed 
Reproduction. It was anticipated that sequences that are designated as being more 
complex to represent, either because of subdivision or clock match complexity, 
will result in higher deviations and errors. In the Complexity Judgment 
Experiment the subject judged how simple or complex a stimulus was on a scale. 
Experiment 2 
Method 
Subjects. Six subjects, four university students and two members of the TNO 
Institute for Perception, participated in the experiment. Two of the subjects had 
been trained in playing an instrument for at least five years. 
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Stimuli. From a set of tone sequences of length 16, Setl6, subsets were created 
with sequences differing in C-score (C = 1, 3) and numbers of complex subdivi­
sions (2, 3, or 4). This resulted in six sets corresponding to three levels of the 
Complex Subdivision condition crossed with two levels of the C-score condition, 
as presented in Table 8. For example, tone sequence 8 structured with a 4-clock 
has a C-score of 1; one clock beat falls on a non-accented tone (which is the tenth 
tone). It has three complex and one simple subdivision, (112) (1111) (31) (13). 
Tone sequence 24 structured with a 4-clock has a C-score of 3; three clock beats fall 
on a non-accented tone (the first, fourth, and tenth tone). Tone sequence 24 has 
two complex and two simple subdivision, (121) (1111) (22) (13). 
Table 8. 24 Tone sequences of the Experiments 2 and 3 in the three 
levels of the subdivision condition having two levels of clock 
condition (C-score). 
Complex C-score 
Subdivision С = 1 С = 3 
ι I M . 
2 I I I . 
3 1.11 
4 I.I 1 
5 I I I . 
6 I I I . 
7 I 1 II 
8 111. 
9 I I M 
10 I . I . 
и MM 
12 M l . 
II I.M I . M . . 
1 . I I I . M M . . 
1 . I I I . . M L . 
I . . I I . M M . . 
I I I . M . I I . . . 
1 . . 1 1 . 1 . I I . . 
1 I I .1 I I . I I I . 
1 M M . . I I I . . 
1 I . M . I I I . . . 
I . I . I I I . I I . . 
I I I . I I I . I . I . 
I I . . 1 . 1 . 1 . . . 
І . . . І . . . І . . . І . . . 
Note- Smallest tone onset interval is 200 ms. 
* For all the 24 sequences the predicted mental clock (4-clock). 
The stimuli were presented to the subjects as sequences consisting of tones of 50 
ms 830 Hz square waves, with 3 ms rise and fall times in combination with a low-
pitch (125 Hz, square waves) isochronic tone sequence that corresponds to the 
predicted clock. The sequences were presented cyclically (with no breaks between 
the cycles, as the ! in Table 8 indicates), but only four times. Stimulus generation 
and response registration was the same as in Experiment 1. 
13 I. 
14 I. 
15 I . 
16 1 . 
17 | I 
18 I . 
19 I. 
20 || 
21 I I 
22 I I 
23 I. 
24 | I 
i . 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
.1 
I I 
1 1 
.1 
.1 
II 
. i 
I . M . . 1 1 . . 
.111.111.. 
.111.111.. 
.1111.11.. 
. 1 1 1 1 . 1 . . . 
1 1 I I . M l . . 
.111.111.. 
I . M . I I . . . 
. М М М . . . 
. М М М . . . 
. I l l l l l l . . 
I I I . 1 . I L . 
. . i .. Л... 
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Procedure. Subjects had to perform three tasks in a row: Immediate 
Reproduction, an interference task 'counting-backwards-by-three', and Delayed 
Reproduction. Before the experiment started, procedures were practiced with 
three training stimuli. In the Immediate Reproduction task subjects listened to 
the stimulus and practiced tapping in synchrony with it as long as they wished. 
The subject stopped stimulus presentation by pushing a button, and then repro­
duced four cycles of the sequence on a response plate, as precisely as possible. Each 
tap produced the same tone as used in the stimulus. If the subject made a serious 
tapping error in Immediate Reproduction resulting in a standard deviation that 
exceeded 15% of the mean of the tapped intervals, the subject was required to 
repeat the procedure of listening and reproducing. After successfully completing 
reproduction, subjects received a card with a number which they used as start 
number for counting backwards by three's. After ten counts (lasting about 20 s) 
subjects were stopped and were required to reproduce the sequence a second time 
for four consecutive cycles, as precisely as possible. Subjects were encouraged to 
begin and continue tapping even if they were certain that their response was 
wrong or when errors occurred during reproduction. 
Results 
Immediate Reproduction. Mean deviations in the reproductions were used as a 
measure of the accuracy of reproduction, as in Experiment 1. Examination of the 
performance of the individuals yielded no differences related to musical training. 
The results presented in Figure 2 (top panel) are averaged over subjects for the 24 
stimuli. The stimuli have been grouped by the two Clock conditions (C-score) 
and the three Complex Subdivision conditions. Systematic performance differ­
ences were found for C-score, with performance significantly less accurate in С = 3 
compared to С = 1, [F(l,5)= 11.5, p<.005]. The data show no significant differences 
in performance on the basis of the predicted subdivision complexity. Complex 
Subdivision and C-score interaction was not significant. Although there were 
some clear outliers, overall differences between stimuli were not significant. 
Delayed Reproduction. Subjects considered this part of Experiment 2 to be very 
difficult, demanding high concentration. They made many errors, often 
switching during tapping to a sequence different from the one they started with. 
Most errors consisted of inserting or deleting tones in the sequence (see Table 9), 
which resulted in high deviation scores, because timing was measured against 
the given sequence. An error reproduction was defined as one having a devia­
tion score of greater than 15%. The score reflects the deviation of the reproduced 
from the given sequence. Large deviation scores are a result of changes in the 
representation of a sequence. Smaller deviations reflect timing errors without a 
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Figure 2. Top panel: Accuracy of Reproduction in Experiment 2 
(Immediate Reproduction). Bottom panel: Complexity Judgments in 
Experiment 3. Data as a function of quality of Clock Match (C-score) and 
Subdivision Complexity. Solid lines connect the averages of each 
Complex Subdivision level for the two C-score conditions (stimuli 1-12 
and 13-24, respectively). 
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change in the structure of the sequence. A breakpoint of 15% was judged to be 
adequate to identify all the structural changes. The total number of errors was 61 
(out of 144 observations). For the C= 1 and C=3 conditions, the percentage of 
errors were 13, 20, 8 and 13, 25, 21 for 4, 3, and 2 complex subdivisions, respec­
tively. Most of the errors were found in the С = 3 condition. In a log-linear 
analysis (Wilkinson, 1988) on the distribution of errors no significant effects or 
interactions were found in the data. 
In the debriefing session four subjects referred to specific strategies for capturing 
the sequence. They perceived the tones in the sequence as forming clusters and 
treated these clusters and the 'rhythm' as separate but linked characteristics of the 
sequence. Their strategy was to first pick up the time structure of the sequence 
and then memorize the size of the tone clusters, usually as numbers. The two 
characteristics were combined during reproduction resulting in a positioning of 
the clusters against the rhythm. This strategy might correspond to the distinction 
made by Bamberger between figurai and durational coding (Bamberger, 1978), 
with figurai coding being the coding of the sequence in terms of tone clusters, and 
the durational coding the timing in the sequence. 
Table 9. Categories of errors observed in Delayed Reproduction. 
Categories N Examples* 
Cat 1 
One or two tones omitted or added 
(the same 4-clock still fits) 
Cat. 2 
Large change in tone element structure 
(the same 4-clock still fits) 
Cat. 3 
Changed tone element structure 
(a 4-clock does not fit or is costly (C-score>4) 
Cat. 4 
Correct tone element structure; timing is chan 
making long intervals longer or shorter 
Remainder 
no stable reproduction; no interpretation pos: 
Note- * Examples refer to the stimuli 4, 6,14, and 20, respectively, consisting of a 
tone sequence and an isochrome sequence representing the clock. + For all examples 
the 4-clock. "Typical reproduction of the stimulus. 
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The reproductions were further analyzed to see whether the strategies used by the 
subjects lead to errors that are related to the figurai structure of the sequence. To 
find the figurai structure of the reproduced sequences we filtered the tapped 
intervals, rounding the intervals of the reproduced sequence to the nearest valid 
interval value (200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, Longer). For instance, the application of 
the rounding rule to the sequence 228, 190, 440, 570, 205, 842 results in 200, 200, 
400, 600, 200, 800 (or 112314). In some reproductions, erroneous tapping occurred 
after a correct start; in others, reproduction started incorrectly, but was later 
corrected, suggesting that the subject remembered the sequence while tapping. 
Categorization of the errors was done only for those erroneous reproductions in 
which there were (at least) two consecutive cycles having the same type of error. 
Otherwise that reproduction was categorized as 'Remainder'. The nature of the 
errors suggested four categories as defined in Table 9. The first three indicate 
changes in figurai structure having varying consequences for the time structure; 
the fourth category reflects pure timing errors where the correct figurai structure 
is maintained. Assignment to these categories was straightforward and was based 
upon the comparison between given and reproduced sequence. 
Categories 1 and 2 differ in the amount of similarity between the presented and 
reproduced sequences. In Category 1, the reproductions differ by only one or two 
tones from the original. Changes result from adding or deleting a tone, or a com­
bination of both. Errors in Category 2 reflect large structural changes in the 
sequence as reproduced. Despite the structural changes in categories 1 and 2, a 4-
clock still fits the sequence. In terms of clock complexity, the reproduced 
sequences have equal or less complexity than the original sequence. In Category 3 
the large change in element structure results in a sequence having no clock that 
fits or only a costly one (C>4). Most of the Category 4 errors (11 out of 13) occurred 
in the С = 3 condition. Here the exact tone element structure was reproduced, but 
the duration of the long intervals between the tone clusters was changed. Seven 
of these error reproductions had an improved C-score compared to the given 
sequence. 
Experiment 3 
In Experiment 3, clock and subdivision factors were further assessed using com­
plexity judgments by human listeners. Both complexity against the clock (C = 1 
and С = 3) and the subdivision (number of complex subdivisions 2, 3, and 4 -in 
increasing complexity) were varied. 
Method 
Subjects. Twenty subjects, members of the TNO Institute for Perception, partici­
pated in the experiment. Five had been trained in playing an instrument for at 
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least five years. Two subjects who participated in both Experiments 2 and 3, did 
Experiment 3 first. 
Stimuli. The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2. 
Procedure. The task of the subject was to judge the complexity of the stimulus on 
a five point scale. The simple-complex dimension was represented on the top of 
the answer sheet as (translated from Dutch) 'Very Simple', 'Moderately Simple', 
'Neutral', 'Moderately Complex', 'Very Complex'. For each stimulus there was a 
horizontal line with five points, matching the simple-complex dimension on the 
top of the sheet. Subjects marked their choice for each stimulus by crossing a 
point on the scale. The subjects did not receive any instruction as to what was 
meant by simple or complex. They practiced the task in six trials with stimuli 
similar to the ones in the experimental sets. The order of presentation of the 
stimuli was randomized. Subjects listened to each stimulus and marked their 
judgment on the answer sheet. Subjects were given the option to indicate on a 
time line with 'begin-middle-end' positioned to the right of each scale, whether 
the perceived complexity was at a specific location in the sequence. 
Results. 
Distribution of frequencies for the judgment scores on the 1 to 5 Simple-Complex 
scale was 52, 126, 145, 127, 30, respectively. Results are presented in Figure 2 
(bottom panel) for the three Complex Subdivision conditions in the two C-score 
conditions. No significant effects were found for the predicted complexity differ-
ences in the Complex Subdivision condition. No effect was found for C-score, 
either. However, stimuli did differ significantly from each other, (F[18, 342]=6.9, 
p<.001). The three stimuli considered as most complex were No. 13, 24, 8 (in 
ascending order); at the other end of the scale, least complex, were the sequences 
No. 15, 5, 1 (in descending order). No higher order interactions were significant. 
To assess other possible factors that might contribute to the Simple-Complex 
dimension, the effect of stimuli was further analyzed and related to the results of 
Delayed Reproduction. Stimuli were ranked on their judgment scores and 
matched to the error data of Experiment 2. Sequences ranked in the upper half of 
the judgment scores contained about twice as many errors than those in the 
lower half. Rank-order correlation for the judgment scores and number of repro-
duction errors was positive and significant [rs(24)=.51, p<.01]. 
The subjects did not, in general, use the opportunity to indicate at which point in 
the sequence a specific complexity was heard. In the debriefing session seven 
subjects mentioned ease of reproduction as a criterion for judgment. Subjects are 
usually aware of the beginpoint of a cyclically presented sequence. Three subjects 
mentioned that sequences for which they perceived no clear begin in the cyclical 
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presentations were considered as complex. Sequence 11 (see Table 8) was 
mentioned as an example. 
Discussion 
Two potential factors contributing to complexity in the coding of temporal 
sequences were assessed. One was the degree of match between the mental clock 
and the perceived accents in a sequence. The complexity predictions of the Clock 
Model were confirmed in the reproduction task: sequences with low C-scores 
resulted in a more accurate representation than those with high C-scores. In the 
judgment task, however, the differences in clock match did not correspond to the 
differences in judged complexity. The latter results suggest that another factor is 
at play when subjects are asked to judge complexity. This will be discussed below. 
The second potential factor of complexity was the nature of the subdivisions of 
the higher-order clock units. It was argued that the more unequal subdivisions a 
sequence has, the more complex it is. Neither the results from the reproduction 
nor the judgment supported the subdivision complexity hypothesis. From these 
findings it is concluded that the nature of the subdivision is not a determinant of 
coding complexity. The judgment results differ from the results of Povel and 
Essens (1985) and this difference remains to be explained. 
The errors people make in retaining temporal sequences give insight into the 
way the sequences are represented. Most of the errors were changes in the tone 
element structure of the sequence, resulting from omitting or adding tones. 
However, the original clock was preserved. Certain tones in the sequence seem to 
be more critical for the representation than others, in particular, those that were 
connected to the beat. They are less-likely candidates for errors, because omission 
of such tones would negatively affect the overall quality of the clock. The addi-
tion and deletion of tones may change the position of the accents and thus 
change the quality of the match of the clock, in positive or negative sense. For 
instance, if the beat coincides with the second tone of a two-tone cluster, adding a 
third tone at the end of the cluster shifts the accent away from the beat, resulting 
in a poorer match. Most error reproductions had a clock match that was equal to 
or better than the original sequence. For example, it was found that in reproduc-
tion the sequence with intervals of 400, 200, 200, 600, 200, 400, 200, 200, 200, 600 ms 
was changed: a tone was added in the first interval thus splitting it into 200, 200 
ms. The'last two tone intervals, 200 and 600, were merged into 800 ms as a result 
of the deletion of the tone that separated them. The 4-clock with a size of 800 ms 
still fits the reproduced sequence, but the match is improved because deleting the 
last tone brings an accent to the beat. The error data suggest a representation of a 
sequence that consists of a temporal hierarchy that defines where tones can be 
positioned in time. The beat forms the core of the hierarchy and anchors the tone 
sequence against the temporal hierarchy. 
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The judgment data did not show an effect of clock match (C-score), whereas the 
reproduction data did. One possible explanation is that C-score may be more 
applicable when precise timing is involved; another is that the difference 
between the C-scores was not large enough to affect the complexity judgments. 
Apparently the judgments tapped other information from the sequence than the 
match of clock and perceived accents. It is known that judgments of complexity 
are multidimensional in nature (Gabrielsson, 1973). The data were further 
analyzed to identify systematic factors that could account for the differences in 
complexity judgments. In particular, we looked at regularities in the sequence. 
The judgments were ranked and the sequences at the two ends of the ranked data 
were compared. The difference between those sequences suggests that certain 
recurring relationships between beat and tone cluster may have been used by the 
subjects as a basis for judging whether a sequence is simple or complex. For 
instance, in the sequence that was judged as the simplest (sequence 1, see Table 8) 
all tone clusters (tone groups consisting of two or more tones) have their first 
tone on the beat. In contrast, in sequences that were judged as complex (e.g., 
sequence 24), there were various relationships between tone clusters and beat. 
The beat gives stress to the tone with which it coincides and thus marks up-beat 
and down-beat tones in the tone cluster. If we characterize a tone cluster-beat rela-
tionship as a signal envelope, with the beat as the signal and the tone cluster 
coinciding with the beat forming the envelope of that beat, three patterns can be 
defined: a) one or more tones precede the beat - a 'rise pattern' ; b) one or more 
tones follow the beat - a 'fall pattern'; and c) one tone or a tone cluster marked by 
the beat(s) - a 'step pattern'. A signal envelope can consist of a single one of these 
patterns or a combination of a rise and a fall pattern. Large tone clusters form 
envelopes that can consist of two or more beats. With more than two beats 
involved, the inside beat(s) are considered to have no outstanding pattern and 
the beats at begin and end are treated as separate envelopes that can differ in 
pattern. 
Variations in tone cluster-beat relationship within a tone sequence have the 
effect of violating the envelope expectations built up by the subject during the 
processing of the sequence and may be perceived as increasing complexity. The 
first envelope of a sequence sets the expectation. A variation is perceived if the 
current envelope is different from the preceding envelope. The amount of 
variation is given by the number of patterns in the current envelope that are new 
compared to the pattern(s) in the previous envelope. Summing the variations in 
a sequence gives an Envelope Variation-score (EV) of that sequence. For 
example, consider stimulus 24 from Table 8. It has three tone cluster-beat 
envelopes; the second and third beat are grouped in one envelope by the tone 
cluster. The patterns in the envelopes are: 'fall', 'rise and step', and 'fall'. There 
are three variations in the succession of envelopes. Rise and step of the second 
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envelope differ both from the fall pattern in the previous envelope, and the fall 
pattern in the last envelope differs from the rise-step patterns in the previous 
envelope (EV=3). Another example is sequence 15. There, the second envelope 
has two patterns (rise and fall) that deviate from the first envelope which has a 
step pattern. The other envelopes are repetitions of the second, so that the EV-
score of the sequence is 2. The EV-scores for the 24 stimuli of Experiment 3 are 
given in Table 10. 
Table 10. Envelope Variation-scores (EV) for the 
stimulus set of Experiment 3 and corresponding average 
judged complexity. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Judged 
Complexity 
2.2 
3.1 
3.2 
2.9 
2.2 
3.1 
2.6 
4.2 
2.9 
2.8 
3.1 
2.5 
EV-score 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
0 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
No. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Judged 
Complexity 
3.5 
2.5 
2.4 
3.0 
3.0 
3.1 
2.4 
3.2 
2.4 
2.9 
2.7 
3.8 
EV-score 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Evidence for the hypothesis that the successive variation in tone cluster-beat rela-
tionship is a factor in the perceived complexity of a tone sequence was sought by 
analyzing the data of Experiment 3. The EV algorithm was applied to the 24 
stimuli and the resulting EV-scores were correlated to the judgment data (Table 
10). A significant positive relationship was found, [rs(24)= .71, p<.01], indicating 
that this factor gives a partial description of the simple-complex dimension in the 
judgment data. It is concluded that the changes in the relationship between beat 
and tone-cluster is a factor contributing to the complexity perceived in tone 
sequences. 
General discussion 
Four algorithmic models from the literature on the perception of temporal 
sequences have been compared. They differ in terms of which information from 
the tone sequence is considered critical and in how that information is integrated 
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to form a metrical interpretation of the sequence. When the algorithms were 
applied to a large set of sequences, only two of the models provided predictions 
for most of the sequences (the Clock Model of Povel and Essens, 1985, and the 
model of Lee, 1985). Both models look for markers of higher order time intervals 
to structure a tone sequence. Both identify as markers the tones that onset the 
relatively long intervals ('accents'). Additionally, the Clock Model uses the tone 
that ends a relatively long interval as a marker. The models are comparable in 
terms of the information used. The models diverge in the way that the metrical 
interval is established and how this higher level interval fits the sequence. Lee's 
model determines the first marker-bounded interval and tests whether this is an 
adequate metrical interval. The Clock Model attempts to fit equal interval time 
scales (clocks) to the accents in the whole sequence and looks for a clock that 
minimizes the cost when there is not a perfect match. As a result, the selection of 
the clock is not governed by a specific order of higher order intervals. The Clock 
Model is therefore sensitive to information in the whole sequence. The experi-
mental comparison between the two models shows that the Clock Model is a 
better predictor of the metrical structure of a tone sequence than Lee's model. 
The Clock Model seems to capture critical aspects of the complexity of temporal 
sequences; the quality of the.fit is indicative of the quality of the reproduction. 
The validity of the Clock Model is supported by many experiments. It is robust in 
the sense of generating the same results in reproduction tasks performed in 
different contexts with different subjects using different sequences. The quality of 
performance, in terms of a reproduction deviation score, is comparable over 
experiments, being 6-8%. 
The other proposed account of the complexity of temporal sequences formulated 
as the Subdivision Model did not fare well in our experiments. The data showed 
that subdivision complexity had no effect on the accuracy of the representation 
and was not a factor in judging the complexity of the sequence. In other words, 
the way the clock unit is subdivided does not account for the complexity of the 
sequence. This raises the question of whether subdivision is a component of the 
coding process. 
Neither the clock nor the nature of the subdivisions account for the results from 
the complexity judgment experiment. Instead, the results can be explained by the 
relationship of the tone clusters in the sequence to the beats of the clock. The tone 
that coincides with the beat is the prominent tone of the cluster; the other tones 
are represented as the envelope around it. We formulated the Envelope 
Variation Model that states that the variation in the envelopes is a factor in the 
perceived complexity of a tone sequence. This account of the judgment data is not 
based on temporal characteristics of the sequence but on the interplay between 
tone clusters and clock. 
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The errors subjects made in delayed reproduction of the sequences also suggest an 
interplay between the temporal and figurai structure of a sequence. The errors 
were described as changes in the figurai structure resulting from the addition or 
deletion of tones. Although these modifications change the intervals structure of 
the sequence itself, the overall relationship between the clock and the sequence 
did not seem to be affected. More specifically, if the original sequence had inter-
vals fitting into a 4-clock, the reproduced version did as well and only those tones 
that were not connected to the beats of the clock were candidates for change. 
The results from the reproduction and judgment experiments and from the error 
observations suggest a dual-code representation of tone sequences that comprises 
temporal and figurai characteristics. The temporal part of the code contains 
information about the metric of the clock level and lower levels. If a tone is 
added due to an error, the tone will be timed so that it fits into the current tem-
poral metric. The figurai part of the code contains information about the configu-
ration of the tone clusters in relation to the beat. 
The two-stage account of the perception of temporal sequences given by Povel 
and Essens (1985) should be modified. Specification of the intervals in a sequence 
in terms of subdivisions is not needed. The dual-code model we propose here 
incorporates and extends the Clock Model of Povel and Essens (1985). The Clock 
Model as originally formulated specified which clock matches best with the 
accents perceived in the sequence. It does not, however, specify the metric of the 
levels below the beat. More specifically, it does not specify the possible timings of 
the tones in the sequence. In Essens (1986), it was concluded that there are basi-
cally two metrics for the levels below the clock, a division of the clock unit into 3 
or 4 (or 2 and 2) equal time intervals. These correspond to schemes commonly 
used in Western music (Longuet-Higgins, 1976). Jones' concept of hierarchical 
time ratios abstracted by listeners from temporal sequences is analogous to this 
account (Jones & Yee, 1993). It is proposed now that establishing a clock implies 
the use of either a 3-metric or a 4-metric. Thus, the temporal code specifies the 
metric of the sequence. The figurai part of the code captures the location of the 
tones at the lower level. It specifies how the tones clusters are anchored by the 
beat. As suggested by the Envelope Variation Model, tone clusters can consist of 
tones preceding the beat, on the beat, or after the beat. The figurai code is shaped 
by the clock. If no clock is available, there is only a sequence of tone clusters with 
a timing between tones governed by a simple 2:1 scheme (Fraisse, 1946). 
Although the dual-code proposal is less succinct than a purely temporal account, 
it seems to be more realistic, in that it integrates both aspects of tone sequences, 
temporal and figurai. 
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Summary 
This study investigates how people structure and remember temporal sequences. 
The starting point of the study is the notion that people use a higher order time 
unit to segment a temporal sequence and, subsequently, mentally represent the 
intervals within those segments as subdivisions of the higher order unit 
(Chapter 1). The first issue addressed is the factors that determine this organiza-
tion: What higher order time unit results in the most accurate representation of 
the sequence? The second issue concerns the constraints of the subdivisions: Are 
certain subdivisions easier to represent than others? Does the higher order time 
unit make it possible to represent any subdivision? 
In this study we are concerned with the temporal structure perceived in tone 
sequences in which only the time intervals between the tones (tone onsets) vary; 
all other characteristics are the same. The general paradigm used in this study for 
testing hypotheses about mental representations of tone sequences was to present 
people with an auditory tone sequence and then ask them to reproduce it by 
tapping with one finger. The difference in timing between the presented and 
reproduced sequence is an indication of how well the sequence is organized and 
represented. A second approach was to ask for complexity judgments from people 
and to link those with theoretical predictions about complexity. 
In Chapter 2, a theory for the perception of temporal sequences is presented. Two 
models that cover the two stages of the perception of temporal sequences are 
formulated. The Clock Model concerns the organization of a sequence into equal 
time (clock) units. The Coding Model concerns the specification of the intervals 
encompassed by each clock unit in terms of how these intervals subdivide the 
unit. 
A basic assumption in the Clock Model is that listeners try to generate an internal 
clock with a certain time period (size) that is used to mark equal time segments in 
the sequence. In theory several clocks differing in size, and phase, and in the way 
they group the intervals. The adequacy with which a particular clock organizes a 
sequence is specified by how well the clock ticks (beats) of the clock are matched 
by the tones that are perceived as being accented. Every clock tick that does not 
coincide with an accent is counted as evidence against that clock. This counterev-
idence is used as a negative measure of quality of match (the C-score) of the clock. 
The clock with the least counterevidence (the best clock) will be the clock 
preferred for organizing the sequence. 
The Clock Model is formulated as a computer algorithm that calculates the best 
clock for a sequence. The prediction that sequences with low C-scores are more 
accurately represented and reproduced than sequences with higher scores is 
supported experimentally. The accuracy of representation of a sequence 
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improved if the sequence is presented with a low-pitched isochronous sequence 
that is identical to the theoretically-best clock for the sequence. But this did not 
overcome the differences in accuracy between high and low C-score sequences. 
The clock divides a sequence into equal time units (clock units) that span 
intervals in the sequence. The Coding Model assumes that the intervals can be 
described in terms of subdivisions of the time units. Three types of subdivision 
are distinguished: equal subdivision of the unit; unequal subdivision and empty 
(undivided) units. The theory proposes that the type of subdivision is a factor in 
the complexity of representation of a sequence. Unequal subdivisions are more 
complex, because they are less succinctly coded than other subdivision types. The 
Coding Model was tested in an experiment in which subjects judged the complex-
ity of paired sequences differing in the theoretical complexity of their subdivi-
sions. The results supported the notion of complexity as defined by the model. 
In Chapter 3, accuracy of representation of temporal sequences is compared for 
sequences that can be perceived with ('metrical') and without ('nonmedical') a 
mental clock. In an experiment that replicated previous research by Fraisse (1956), 
it was found that subjects use long and short intervals in a 2:1 ratio when spon-
taneously producing tone clusters. The longer interval is used to separate the 
tone clusters. The results confirmed Fraisse's findings. 
Subsequently, the hypothesis that people can represent the timing of a sequence 
using the duration of the smallest interval to measure the other intervals in a 
sequence ('extrapolation') was addressed. This hypothesis was tested in an 
experiment with nonmetrical sequences in which the accuracy of reproduction of 
simple interval ratios, such as 3:1 and 4:1 was compared to that of complex ratios, 
such as 2.5:1 and 3.5:1. The results showed that accuracy of reproduction was best 
for 2:1 ratios and decreased for increasing ratios. This finding disconfirmed the 
extrapolation hypothesis. 
In a third experiment the reproduction of interval ratios in nonmetrical 
sequences was compared with the same sequences embedded in larger metrical 
sequences. It was found that accuracy of reproduction of 2:1 interval ratios did not 
improve. In contrast, 3:1 ratios were more accurately reproduced in a metrical 
context than presented nonmetrically. Again, this indicates that a metrical repre-
sentation more precisely specifies the timing than a nonmetrical one. A 2:1 
interval ratio is special, in the sense that reproduction is equally accurate in both 
metrical and nonmetrical sequences. 
In Chapter 4, the characteristics of subdivisions of the higher order time unit 
(clock unit) are investigated. In the first experiment the question addressed was 
whether, in a metrical context, complex interval ratios, such as 2:7, can be repro-
duced with the same accuracy as simple ratios, such as 1:3. We found that the 
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complex ratios were not accurately reproduced whereas simple ratios were. It was 
concluded that structures in which the clock unit was subdivided into parts that 
formed ratios that were simple integers are adequate representations. In such a 
structure only simple divisions of the clock can be described (a 2-division which 
equals a 1:1 interval ratio; a 3-division which equals a 2:1 interval ratio; a 4-divi-
sion which equals a 3:1 interval ratio, etc.). Other ratios must be represented 
differently, resulting in less accurate reproduction. 
A second experiment investigated whether a 3-, 4-, or 5-division can be combined 
with a 2-division within a single structure. Control sequences contained only one 
type of division. We found that the 3- and 5-divisions were inaccurately repro-
duced in the combination sequences. The 4-division was accurately reproduced, 
suggesting that 2 - and 4-divisions are related. In the control sequences, all divi-
sions except the 5-division were accurately reproduced. This suggests that the 
types of division of the clock unit are limited to 2-, 3- and 4 divisions. It was 
concluded that the temporal sequences that are conceivable with a clock unit, are 
represented hierarchically, with a higher order level representing the clock unit 
and lower levels representing smaller time units which specify the intervals in 
the sequence. The levels relate as integers with either a prime factor 2 (a 2- or 4-
division) or 3 (a 3-division). 
In Chapter 5, two issues are addressed. First, the Clock Model is compared to 
several other models that consider factors thought to be crucial for the establish-
ment of higher level time units. Second, the Coding Model (now formulated as 
the Subdivision Model) is tested under different clock conditions. The compari-
son between the Clock Model and the other models from literature was done by 
applying them as a computer algorithm to a large set of sequences. The results of 
the comparison between the algorithmic models of temporal perception indicates 
that the model of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1984) fails to give a metrical interpre-
tation for many of a large set of test sequences. The model of Lee (1985), which is a 
refinement of the model of Longuet-Higgins and Lee (1982), fares better in this 
regard and gives predictions for almost all sequences used in the analysis. An 
experimental comparison of predictions by Lee (1985) and by Povel and Essens 
(1985) showed that temporal sequences structured according to the Clock Model 
were reproduced more accurately than those structured applying Lee's model. It 
is concluded that the Clock Model is superior to the other models in predicting a 
representation for temporal sequences. 
The first stage in the processing of tone sequences concerns the definition of the 
mental clock, and the second concerns the description of the intervals encom-
passed by each clock unit in terms of how these intervals subdivide each unit. 
The Subdivision Model (Coding Model) presented in Chapter 2 assumed that 
unequal subdivisions are more complex than the other types of subdivision. It is 
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noted, however, that the test used previously had confounded complexity of 
subdivision and complexity of clock match. 
A new test of theoretical complexity was performed using three different tasks: 
(direct) reproduction, delayed reproduction, and complexity judgment. The 
predictions concerning effects of clock match were confirmed: sequences with low 
C-scores (counterevidence) resulted in better reproduction than those with 
higher C-scores. Errors in the delayed reproduction task supported the conclusion 
that the less the counterevidence (thus the better the match of the clock), the 
better the representation. However, the results from the complexity judgment 
task did not replicated previous findings. Unequal subdivisions were not judged 
to be more complex than the other subdivisions, nor was there any effect of 
unequal subdivision found in the other tasks. Thus, there was no support for 
that aspect of the theory. It was concluded that the Subdivision model was not 
supported by the data. In stead, it was proposed that the establishment of a clock 
implies the definition of a hierarchical metrical structure with the clock unit 
including either a 3-division or a 4-division. 
More detailed analysis of the data from the complexity judgment revealed a 
factor of complexity that was formulated as the Envelope Variation Model. The 
model proposes that the relationship between the tone clusters and the beats is 
used as a basis for complexity judgments. If the envelope of a tone cluster against 
a beat differs from a previous envelope this is noted as a contribution to the 
complexity of a sequence. The predictions from the model applied as an algo-
rithm to the stimuli in the complexity judgment task correlated significantly 
with the actual data. 
The results from the complexity judgment task and the reproduction errors from 
the delayed reproduction task suggest that the structuring of temporal sequences 
is not confined only to durational aspects. Other regularities related to figurai 
aspects (the grouping of tones) in a sequence can be used in addition for structur-
ing and representing temporal sequences. A dual-code representation comprising 
temporal and figurai characteristics is proposed. The new temporal pattern 
coding model is based on the original formulation of the Clock Model but speci-
fies, in addition, the ratio of the clock level and level(s) below the clock. The 
figurai part of the code captures how the tones clusters are anchored by the beat. 
The beat-tone cluster envelope concept is proposed as the specification of the 
figurai part. 
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In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe mensen temporele patronen structure-
ren en onthouden. Het startpunt van de studie is de notie dat mensen een hogere 
orde tijdeenheid gebruiken om een temporele reeks in gelijke segmenten op te 
delen en, vervolgens, mentaal de intervallen binnen die segmenten als onder-
verdelingen van de hogere orde tijdeenheid beschrijven (Hoofdstuk 1). 
De eerste vraag die is onderzocht, betreft welke factoren de keuze van de 
tijdeenheid voor de organisatie bepalen. De tweede vraag betreft de kenmerken 
van de onderverdeling van de hogere eenheid: Zijn sommige typen 
onderverdelingen makkelijker dan andere? Maakt de hogere eenheid het 
mogelijk om elk soort onderverdeling te onthouden? 
De toonreeksen die we bestuderen zijn pure temporele reeksen waarin alleen de 
tijd intervallen tussen de tonen varieert; alle ander kenmerken zijn gelijk. De 
algemene procedure bij het testen van hypotheses over de temporele structuur 
was als volgt: mensen kregen auditief toonreeksen aangeboden die ze vervolgens 
moesten natikken. Het verschil tussen wat gepresenteerd en gereproduceerd was, 
werd genomen als een maat voor hoe goed de toonreeks onthouden en geco-
deerd was. Ook werden oordelen gevraagd met betrekking tot de relatieve of 
absolute complexiteit van toonreeksen. 
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een theorie van de waarneming van temporele patronen 
gepresenteerd. Twee modellen zijn geformuleerd die de twee fasen in de waarne-
ming van temporele reeksen beschrijven: Het Klokmodel betreft de organisatie 
van een reeks in gelijke stukken (klokeenheden). Het Codeermodel betreft de 
specificatie van de intervallen in de reeks binnen elke klokeenheid uitgedrukt in 
termen van hoe de intervallen die klokeenheid verdelen. 
Het Klokmodel veronderstelt dat luisteraars een interne klok genereren met een 
bepaalde periode (grootte) die gebruikt wordt om gelijke tijdsegmenten af te teke-
nen in de reeks. In theorie zijn verschillende klokken mogelijk die zich onder-
scheiden in de grootte van de periode van de klok, en welke intervallen in de 
reeks samen genomen worden. De kwaliteit van de organisatie van de reeks 
wordt bepaald door hoe goed de kloktikken (beats) samenvallen met accenten die 
waargenomen worden in een reeks. Elke kloktik die niet samenvalt met een 
accent wordt geteld als evidentie tegen die klok. Deze tegen-evidentie wordt 
gebruikt als maat voor de kwaliteit van de klok (de C-score). De klok met de 
minste tegen-evidentie (de beste klok) zal de voorkeur hebben om de reeks te 
structureren. 
Het Klokmodel is geformuleerd als een computer-algoritme dat de beste klok 
voor een reeks berekent. De predictie dat reeksen met lage C-score nauwkeuriger 
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gerepresenteerd en gereproduceerd worden dan reeksen met hoge scores werd 
experimenteel bevestigd. De nauwkeurigheid van representatie van een reeks 
kan verbeterd worden indien deze gepresenteerd wordt samen met een laag-
tonige reeks met intervallen identiek aan de theoretisch beste klok. De reeksen 
met hoge en lage C-waarden blijven echter verschillen in nauwkeurigheid. 
De klok deelt de reeks op in gelijke tijdeenheden (klokeenheden) die de interval-
len in de reeks omspannen. Het Codeermodel veronderstelt dat de intervallen 
worden beschreven als onderverdelingen van deze klokeenheden. Drie soorten 
onderverdelingen kunnen worden onderscheiden: gelijke onderverdeling van 
de klokeenheid, ongelijke verdeling en lege (onverdeelde) klokeenheden. De 
theorie voorspelt dat de wijze waarop een klokeenheid is onderverdeeld een 
factor is in de complexiteit van een reeks. Ongelijke onderverdelingen zijn com-
plexer, omdat ze minder compact gecodeerd kunnen worden dan de andere 
onderverdelingen. Het Codeermodel is getest in een experiment waarin proef-
personen de complexiteit beoordeelden van paren reeksen die verschilden in 
theoretische complexiteit van de onderverdelingen. De resultaten ondersteun-
den het idee van complexiteit zoals het gedefinieerd is in het model. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de nauwkeurigheid van representatie van temporele reek-
sen vergeleken die met ('metrisch') en zonder ('niet-metrisch') een mentale klok 
kunnen worden waargenomen. In een experiment werd gevonden dat bij spon-
taan produceren van toonclusters, mensen intervallen gebruiken die zich 
verhouden als 2:1. Het langere interval wordt gebruikt om de toonclusters te 
scheiden. De resultaten bevestigde Fraisse's (1956) bevindingen. 
Vervolgens is onderzocht of mensen de timing van een reeks kunnen onthou-
den door gebruik te maken van het kleinste interval om de andere intervallen in 
de reeks af te meten ('extrapolatie'). In een experiment met niet-metrische reek-
sen werd de hypothese getest of eenvoudige intervalratio's, zoals 3:1 en 4:1, 
nauwkeuriger gerepresenteerd kunnen worden dan complexe ratio's zoals 2.5:1 
en 3.5:1. De resultaten lieten zien dat 2:1 ratio's het meest nauwkeurig gereprodu-
ceerd worden en dat afwijkingen toenemen voor toenemende ratio's. Deze resul-
taten ondersteunen een extrapolatie-hypothese niet. 
In een derde experiment werd de nauwkeurigheid van reproduktie van niet-
metrische reeksen vergeleken met de nauwkeurigheid van dezelfde reeksen 
ingebed in een metrische reeks. Gevonden werd dat de nauwkeurigheid van 
reproduktie van reeksen met 2:1 interval ratio's niet afhankelijk is van een 
metrische context. Reeksen met 3:1 interval ratio's werden nauwkeuriger gere-
produceerd als ze in een metrische context geplaatst worden. Dit bevestigde weer 
dat een metrische representatie nauwkeuriger is in de specificatie van timing dan 
niet-metrische reeksen. Een 2:1 interval ratio is speciaal omdat de accuraatheid 
van reproduktie gelijk is in metrische en niet-metrische reeksen. 
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In Hoofdstuk 4 worden de kenmerken van de onderverdelingen van de hogere 
orde tijdeenheid (klokeenheid) bestudeerd. In het eerste experiment werd onder-
zocht of complexe interval ratio's, zoals 2:7, in een metrische context even accu-
raat gereproduceerd kunnen worden als eenvoudige ratio's, zoals 1:3. We 
vonden dat de complexe ratio's niet nauwkeurig werden gereproduceerd terwijl 
dat wel het geval was met eenvoudige ratio's. Geconcludeerd werd dat klokeen-
heid en onderverdeling een eenvoudige, gehele getalsrelatie hebben. Daarin 
passen alleen eenvoudige verdelingen van de klokeenheid (een 2-deling of 1:1 
interval ratio; een 3-deling of 2:1 interval ratio; een 4-deling of 3:1 interval ratio, 
enz.). Andere ratio's kunnen niet in deze eenvoudige structuur worden gerepre-
senteerd, hetgeen resulteert in een minder nauwkeurige reproduktie. 
In een tweede experiment is onderzocht of een 3-, 4-, of 5-deling gecombineerd 
kan worden met een 2-deling binnen een en dezelfde structuur. Controle reeksen 
hadden slechts één soort verdeling. We vonden dat de combinatiereeksen met 3-
delingen en 5-delingen niet accuraat werden gereproduceerd. De 4-deling, daaren-
tegen, werd wel accuraat gereproduceerd. Hieruit werd afgeleid dat 2- en 4-
delingen verwant zijn. Alle controlereeksen werden accuraat gereproduceerd, 
behalve die met de 5-delingen. Dit suggereert dat het soort verdeling van de klok 
beperkt is tot 2-, 3- en 4-delingen. Geconcludeerd werd dat temporele reeksen die 
met een klok worden waargenomen, hiërarchisch worden gerepresenteerd, met 
een hogere orde niveau van de klokeenheid en lagere niveaus met kleinere een-
heden die de intervallen in de reeks beschrijven. De niveaus zijn aan elkaar gere-
lateerd ofwel als 2-vouden (2- en 4-deling) of als 3-vouden (3-deling). 
In Hoofdstuk 5 worden twee zaken besproken: eerst wordt het Klokmodel verge-
leken met verschillende andere modellen uit de literatuur, vervolgens wordt het 
Codeermode (nu geformuleerd als Onderverdelingmodel) getest onder verschil-
lende klokcondities. De voorspellende waarde van Klokmodel en verschillende 
andere modellen uit de literatuur werd vergeleken door ze als computer algo-
ritme los te laten op een grote set van testreeksen. De analyse liet zien dat het 
model of Longuet-Higgins en Lee (1984) slechts voor een klein aantal reeksen een 
metrische structuur kan voorspellen. Het model van Lee (1985), dat een ver-
fijning is van het model van Longuet-Higgins en Lee (1982), deed het beter en 
genereerde metrische structuren voor bijna alle reeksen in de analyse. Een expe-
rimentele vergelijking van de voorspellingen van Lee (1985) en het Klokmodel 
liet zieri dat de structuren die voorspeld werden door het Klokmodel accurater 
zijn dat die van Lee. Geconcludeerd werd dat het Klokmodel superieur is aan de 
andere algoritmische modellen uit de literatuur. 
De eerste fase in de verwerking van toonreeksen betreft de specificatie van de 
mentale klok; de tweede fase betreft de beschrijving van de intervallen die 
gegroepeerd zijn door de klokeenheid als onderverdelingen van die klokeen-
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heid. Het Onderverdelingmodel dat eerder gepresenteerd werd in Hoofdtuk 2, 
veronderstelt dat ongelijke onderverdelingen complexer zijn dan de andere 
onderverdelingen en daardoor minder accuraat gereproduceerd kunnen worden. 
Nadere analyse bracht naar voren dat de test die eerder gebruikt was voor de 
beoordeling van de complexiteit, twee bronnen van complexiteit bevat: com-
plexiteit van de onderverdelingen en complexiteit van de klok (de C-score). 
Een nieuwe test met betrekking tot complexiteit in de temporele patronen werd 
uitgevoerd met drie verschillende taken: (direkte) reproduktie, uitgestelde-
reproductie en complexiteitsoordelen. De voorspellingen met betrekking tot de 
effecten van samenvallen van klok tikken met accenten werd bevestigd: reeksen 
met lage C-scores resulteerden in betere reproduktie dan die met hogere C-scores. 
Fouten in de uitgestelde-reproductie taak ondersteunden de conclusie dat hoe 
minder tegenevidentie er is, deste beter de representatie is. Echter, de resultaten 
van de complexiteitsoordelen repliceerden die eerdere bevindingen niet. 
Ongelijke onderverdelingen werden niet complexer gevonden dan de andere 
onderverdelingen, noch was er een effect van ongelijke onderverdelingen 
gevonden in de andere taken. Geconcludeerd werd dat het Onderverdelingmodel 
niet ondersteund wordt door de data. Er is dus geen ondersteuning voor dat 
aspect van de theorie. In plaats daarvan werd voorgesteld dat het vaststellen van 
een mentale klok bij een reeks impliceert dat tevens de onderverdeling wordt 
vastgelegd, hetzij een 3-deling, hetzij een 4-deling. 
Een meer gedetailleerde analyse van de data van het complexiteitsoordeel expe-
riment liet een complexiteitsfactor zien geformuleerd als het Omhullende-
Variatie Model. Het model stelt voor dat de relatie tussen de toonclusters en de 
beats gebruikt wordt als basis voor beoordeling van de complexiteit van de reeks. 
Indien de omhullende van een tooncluster tegen de beat verschilt van een 
vorige omhullende wordt dit genoteerd als een bijdrage aan de complexiteit van 
de reeks. De voorspellingen van het model toegepast als een algoritme op de 
stimuli in de beoordelingstaak correleerden significant met de data van het expe-
riment. 
De resultaten van de beoordelingstaak en de fouten van de uitgestelde-reproduk-
tie suggereren dat de strukturering van temporele patronen niet beperkt is tot 
alleen de duuraspecten van een reeks. Ook andere regelmatigheden, gerelateerd 
aan de figuur-aspecten (de groepering van tonen) in een reeks kunnen 
(additioneel) worden gebruikt voor het structureren en representeren van tem-
porele patronen. Een dual-code representatie wordt voorgesteld die temporele en 
figuur-karakteristieken bevat. Het nieuwe temporele codeer model is gebaseerd 
op het oorspronkelijke Klokmodel, maar specificeert daarbij de ratio van het 
klokniveau en het lagere niveau. Het figuur-deel van de code specificeert hoe de 
toonclusters worden vastgelegd door de beat. Het beat-toon cluster omhullende 
concept wordt voorgesteld als de specificatie van het figuur-deel. 
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1. Bij het beluisteren van een reeks toontjes proberen mensen met 
behulp van een mentale tijdschaal (klok) de reeks op te delen in gelijke 
tijdeenheden. Hoe beter de mentale tijdschaal samenvalt met 
waargenomen accenten in de reeks toontjes des te beter kan de reeks 
worden opgeslagen en gereproduceerd. 
2. De mentale tijdschaal legt niet alleen de temporele karakteristieken 
van een reeks toontjes vast, zoals de verhoudingen tussen de 
tijdintervallen, maar geeft ook de ankerpunten voor de toonklusters in de 
reeks. 
3. Bij de beoordeling van de complexiteit van een reeks toontjes is 
vooral van belang op welke wijze de opeenvolgende toonklusters 
samenvallen met de tijdschaal. 
4. Systeemontwikkeling is een voorbeeld van 'ill-defined problem 
solving'. Zowel het eindproduct als de intermediaire producten die naar het 
eindproduct moeten leiden worden pas duidelijk terwijl men het probleem 
oplost. Dit vereist een systematiek die de kans reduceert dat het verkeerde 
probleem aangepakt wordt en de verkeerde oplossing gekozen wordt. 
P.J.M.D. Essens, J.J. Fallesen, CA. McCann, J. Cannon-Bowers, & G. Dörfel (1994). 
COADE: A Framework for Cognitive Analysis, Design, and Evaluation. 
AC/243(Panel 8/RSG.19). Brussels: NATO Headquarters, Defence Research Section. 
5. Systemen waar mensen zelf deel van uitmaken ontlenen hun 
doelstelling en bestaansrecht aan het feit dat ze mensen moeten 
ondersteunen. Onder verwijzing naar 'de som is meer dan de delen' wordt 
door sommige ingenieurs (en helaas ook sommige psychologen) de 
misvatting verkondigd dat deze systemen een eigen immanente waarde 
hebben. 
6. Prototyping wordt door ontwerpers vaak gebruikt als een armzalig 
excuus om het toetsenbord te mogen beroeren. Dit is aan het resultaat te 
merken. 
7. Cognitief psychologen die menselijke planning zien als een means-
end proces hebben waarschijnlijk alleen de Toren van Hanoi opgelost en 
laten het doen van boodschappen over aan hun partner. 
8. Het gebruiken van expertgedrag als criterium voor de kwaliteit van 
het resultaat van het gedrag is een praktische oplossing voor het probleem 
van het definiëren van objectieve criteria. Het stellen van de expert-aanpak 
als norm voor de kwaliteit van het proces is echter aanvechtbaar. 
9. Het vermogen van de mens zich flexibel aan te passen aan 
veranderende omstandigheden maakt het moeilijk een bezuiniging af te 
wijzen op grond van de onmogelijkheid te functioneren. Alleen als 
duidelijk een grens gedefineerd wordt die niet overschreden mag worden is 
serieus tegenstand te leveren. Universiteitsbestuurders zijn niet duidelijk 
in het formuleren van die grens. 
10. Misdadigers met een beetje toekomstvisie (of anders hun advocaten 
wel) zorgen ervoor dat ze wat troeven achter de hand hebben zodat straf 
afgekocht of ontlopen kan worden. 'Waardevolle' troeven zijn o.a. 
oliebronnen, wapens, een land met potentiële afnemers, kennis van andere 
misdadigers, eerder veroverd gebied, wapenstilstand, justitiële informatie. 
11. Sommige managers denken dat een idee al het halve werk is; de 
meeste uitvoerders zijn het daar niet mee eens. 
12. Een langer verblijf in het buitenland is verslavend: het verruimt de 
geest, maar die ruimte roept spoedig weer om hernieuwde vulling. 


